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Thank you, Cecil S., for your input on “CUDEX”.
Every
reader should harken up and realize that we intend to follow
every legal procedure placed on us. THIS, however (following
article) is WHY we are changing to offering very little other
than colloids. As products are cut from the “market” place we
will continue to drop them from our product line if they cannot
be colloidalized
into a totally harmless form. We will not call
nutrition enhancers” if that be the
them, longer, “supplemental
new orders. We do NOT,break laws of the land1 If you don’t
have what you need to move into and through the time of
hardship ahead, we can’t do more about it. This very thing has
P-0. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89 126
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been coming down for, at the least, three to five years and the big boys ARE
GOING TO GET IT DONE ONE OF THESE DAYS-SOON.
By the way, readers, I have some very distressed people over the subject of
Gaiandriana and use of DRIAS. There is feedback from many who have heard
things being done with
&a!,~t$i~n~rty
doin# seminars on the miraculous
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ORDERS

On another, separate point, let us look at the matter
of so-called executive
As I have previously
pointed out, an executive order is a proclamation, and
only the kings and queens of England can issue proclamaiions. In-response to my statement, a lawye; wrote
me to challenge it. He contends that executive orders
were made legal when the House and Senate, during the
Civil War gave the power of Article 1, Section 9, Part
2-habeas
corpus--to President Lincoln. The point
here is that the
no authority

the lie the easier it is to pass off-AND THE MORE
PEOPLE SEE THROUGH IT. Thank the people who
pass on BAD INFORMATION because sometimes
Deoole will trv to find the truth out of the information
&h&h draws attention. When
In any event, the practithey find the, basis of the
The subterfuge of taking rights cal side of the surrender of
false, they often
The government is amazing in its ability to bluff prattlings
destroy you people as individuals so you are going move right over onto your side
away from We, the People under habeas corpus during the Civil
War was that it effectively
and the consequences are most
to have to unify. This does not mean into groupiesthe
wiped out the
of
but unify as to goal of freedom. We were amused, in a devastating to the perpetrators.
the
in the
sick way, to witness Farrakhan in Libya to pick up a Remember also that you always
Union (North). The right of
humanitarian award only to watch the U.S. refuse him ask God to forgive you of any
the ability to pick up the award-along
with refusal to tra\nsgressions and those who
and what served as
allow him to pick up his $1 Billion fund from Libya, to transgress against you-well,
“justice” were military drumhelp the underprivileged Black population. And, poor a perpetrator is nothing other
head court martials in which
You
dears, you thought you have FREEDOM! You are, than a “transgressor”.
it is
that hundreds of innocent people were
worse, slaves and don’t seem to even take notice. don’t have to DO ANYTHING against the transgresWhy? Because so many of you are on the “dole” in one sors for they never have intelligence enough to stop wrongly tried, convicted and hanged or
way or another, you miss the FACTS. The U.S., for their transgressing and eventually will cross the line son and other war-related offenses.
The desperate wound inflicted upon the
instance, is either on welfare, or more subtly, is the and catch themselves totally entwined in the consethe actions of the House and Senate in granting
government itself. They think you nice shackled pris- quences. That is a good place for friend or foe to
own consequences for actions, for if powers to Lincoln to which he was not entitled, has
oners won’t do-in the pyramid top because you won’t achieve--their
then get something for nothing. Well, you are getting yours be GOOD the only “consequence” can be good- never healed. Socialist President Wilson demanded
a lot for that “nothing”-you
are setting the bars into ness! ! If you turn your neighbor in for something in and got even wider powers under the duress and hystewhat, you shall suffer the ria of WW-I. It is pitiful to read in the Congressional
your cell foundation.
Get into GOD’S SPACE and modus revengious-guess
consequences IN KIND! So, may you always know to journals how quick the legislators were to violate the
these “imposters” of humankind can’t even find youwalk within the LIGHT and ONLY Light can be flow“there is such a difference in your frequency patterns.
of those propitious events I touched upon earlier.)
You-who remain silent and continue to harass and ing about your person and soul.
The subterfuge of taking rights away from We, the
And, as for those who “use” you, so be it. The first
assault your neighbors to make selves look more se(real or crecure-forget
it, the informers are more watched than time someone USES you and damages you, poor you. People, under the
there have been several emergencies artifiThe second time it happens, REALLY “poor you”
any the informers inform on.
in America for this purpose)
Be pleased when the liars make bigger LIES about because you should have learned better. And the subthe
you and whatever you might be “doing” for the bigger sequent times the cheats and liars cheat and lie to you
and you accept it-STUPID
YOU. If it turns out later
When
Butcher of Hyde Park took offtce, he
they “truly meant” well, fine, they should not have
cheated, stolen and lied to you prior to the moment of grabbed even more illicit powers through the subterTRUTH. That is THEIR choice! If you keep moving fuge of executive orders than his predecessors. Roosevelt
. Latest
Book by Dr. Coleman:
back for more-you will certainly GET MORE (of what was a glutton for executive orders, and his great adyou certainly don’t want). And when someone tells you mirer, President Clinton, seems to be bent on eclipsing
he is now safely out of the country and is “about through Roosevelt’s unenviable record for getting around the
Also
availabie:
by using the ruse of proclamations a.k.a.
setting up his company”-run
like hell. “Company”:
executive orders.
FOR
WHAT?
See
what
he
wants
and
then
decisions
And another
fine book:
The
and observations take on a higher insight ratio. You
a
although
didn’t make the bad choices-he
did. It is the same
with those who have gone to prison for outright unlaw- the Civil War has been over for more than a hundred
ful acts and intents. They knew better at onset of the years. Executive order proclamations deny the Ameriand
choice-making so they are NOT your responsibility to can people their rights under the
Unless there is
assist in order to get the whole bunch of nice people into under the
WORLD INTELLIGENCEREVIEW(WIR) worse pickling processing. Watch your assets or you an urgent and concerted national drive to outlaw sowill end up cucumber mash rather than pickles of the called executive order proclamations, the
2533 N.Carson St.
within the next ten years and the
award-winning variety. When, moreover, you cannot
Carson City,NV 89706
keep yourself, how dare that “other” demand that you United States will sink deeper and deeper into the
the first step on the
“keep” him.
Dharma, let us turn again to John Coleman’s July
George Washington was described as a “radical,
4th paper.
in dispatches
King George III. His
the colonists who took
June
of CONTACT;
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King George Ill’s “executive orders”- general warrants and proclamations-were
likewise
characterized.
The men who refused to surrender their “assault
rifles” when the British military tried to put gun control into effect;
The men who
refused to obey the gun control executive order-proclamation-of
the King, they were classed by the governbecause they refused to hand in
ment as
their firearms-“ assault rifles” of the day.
The men who refused to allow
under
“general warrants” -they were very unpopular with
King George Ill. General warrants bore no name or
stated purpose, but were rubber stamped in advance by
supine magistrates, thus placing
(The government in Washington is again
issuing “general warrants”, so-called

referred to by informed writers and speakers. It is
interesting enough to do a bit of research but if you are
impatient you might make sure you have a copy of John
Coleman’s book on the Committee of 300. If you wish
to have another resource presentation, I believe we can
arrange that as well and in passing around the burden
a bit we may actually get some confirmation and security protection for the daring writers.
I believe you will recall that “Nora”
written about that Institute in London and we have even
given
maps of its location [see 9/Z/93 & 10/19/93
CONTACT]. We have also spoken many times of the
association of the Brookingslnstitute with the Tavistock
Institute “Mother”. It is well
repeating and new

printing-so
please just let us catch up a bit with these
series
so pushed for space and time to get to you. We are
on the edge of being unable to print the paper
each week so it is truly time to have you CREATE the
funding resources, readers. We offer THE WAY-but
have to walk the walk. When we reach that point
of capability in funding,
marvelous and daring
writers can turn to WRITING and stop the infernal 99%
of their time
TRYING TO SURVIVE. We must
help them for that is an investment in KNOWLEDGE
which you CANNOT GET ALONG WITHOUT!
Please don’t allow this day to be like any other
day-make
it special for you deserve it. Salu.

The
uses some of the most forceful
language of the entire
“the right to keep
and bear arms SHALL NOT BE
The
words, “Shall not” indicate how strongly our Founding
Fathers felt about protecting this right. NO GOVERNMENT HAS THE AUTHORITY TO INFRINGE OR
ABBREVIATE THE
RIGHTS OF
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE UNDER ANY MANNER
OR PRETEXT OR COLOR WHATSOEVER.
This
includes so-called executive orders. Neither does our
right to keep and bear arms come under interstate
commerce, as I previously stated.

29.1996
[END QUOTING OF PART 51
This was a bit short in length but possibly the most
important of all impacts, in content. If you don’t stop
the incredible forces of an Administration figureHEAD
being run by FOREIGN POWERS, you are going to
FALL-it
happens EVERY TIME.
I am amused at what you people seem to accept or
totally miss. There just occurred a prime example of
political insanity as you watch and listen to the
SPEECHES being made by the “wig-wags” of each
party right through the candidates for President. The
facts are that one major and well-known speech writer
has dropped out of the writing business and denounces
the others-BECAUSE
HE WAS NO LONGER THE
EXCLUSIVEGHOST-WRITERFORTHELINEUPOF
CANDIDATES.
Goodness, he is even going to SUE.
Doesn’t that alarm you who listen to a man spout as his
own ideas that which a professional speech-writer,
public relations EXPERT, puts into his mouth? You
will also note that there are NO ISSUES OF IMPORTANCE OVER WHICH TO DEBATE. THE ONLY
THRUST IS THE SOFT
APPLE PIE CONCEPT OF FEEDING THE POPULATION WHAT THEY
WANT TO HEAR. If a candidate or speaker lapses into
a moment of insanity and speaks of something or
another about an issue-it
is immediately washed,
dried and ironed so that whatever he said-no longer
exists in any media whatsoever and you can count on
the story being DIFFERENT the next time the undisciplined speaker speaks.
I also enjoyed the letter from Senator Barbara
Boxer to the head of the CIA about drug participation.
Now don’t you just KNOW she is going to get the real
poop? I think her letter is being run elsewhere in this
issue of
It reminds
me of the crooked cop who just stole items from a bank
robbery and participated in the get-away-being
asked
to investigate the bank robbery. But look how hard
Barbie is trying! And why did she wait until August
1996 to make such an inquiry? Even Barbie says -..,as
you know this is not the first time such allegations have
surfaced.. .” Where was she the other times? Oh well!
I think you get the point!?!
By the way, before we close: I have so many inquiries as to what is this “Tavistock” Institute that is &ten
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investigate allegations about
News

a

as the Contras--raised
California at

millions
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investigating California’s largest crack cocaine rings have
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a

I believe that these questions can be put to rest only
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As we tiptoe through the tulips while trying to keep
from squashing the flowers AND the bulbs-it requires
great concentration and light-foot abilities. Moreover,
if I seem to speak in cryptic codes, so be it, for the ones
intended to receive shall do so.
As with each New Year (both yours and ours) we
must consider the “plan”, make adjustments, catch up
the fragmented players and introduce the new ones.
Most will not even recognize there has beenany change
or perceive any recognizable opportunities.
God never leaves His team-NEVER-and
each
new step must be attended so that the ones needing to
walk in the same “footsteps” might recognize the path
and the wayshower. We are moving into a time of the
Immortals making physical contact. You will, therefore, be experiencing more “claimers” to that title to
distract and discredit your presentations.
It won’t
happen if you PAY ATTENTION.
Terry just spent his time away from you this weekwith ME in the company of the Bashar Ashtar. We don’t
need further “names”-Ashtar
serves AS “the” label of
the Command and is thus known as “Ashtar” (much as
you would call a reference to a “general” as “General”
rather than, say, “Joe” if his name indeed is “Joe”. I
don’t intend to clarify every statement I make as in this
instance, as we move along, for you who can’t understand my messages more clearly than to question every
innuendo-are
not going to be in the “hub” of this
incredibly important wheel. If some of you who have
now worked with me and others of this Side of the

TEAM don’t recognize the energy forms-you
are not
advanced enough to be involved with the more critical
aspects of this task (mission) at hand. You must
become impersonal now and STOP the “me” referencing. We are working on the most urgent and importantly critical time of the GLOBE and I am not going to
longer play the old game of “but just how does this
impact ME?” We are not interested in YOUR searching, other than as a fringe-benefit application. Service
comes in all manners and from all directions-and
to
take the time of involved parties to redirect “your”
personal direction is not acceptable. GOD has time; the
rest of us are running on “YOUR TIME” perceptions.
When Terry has a chance to settle down long
enough to study the intended release of his material
gleaned from US and his seven-year residence as a
student with the Immortals in Tibet, we shall begin to
run those serially in

The most important thing to realize is that we are
going to move away from full disclosure on many topics
now, as we want to simply get rid of the distractions
here and there and turn to our main-line tasks. The new
“projects” are DONE; it is simply the routing, conduits,
and players which need to be made aware and fully
integrated. There is Spiritual strength in the level of
precipitators to get it all accomplished-but
not if you
distract every time somebody else has hiccups. Set your
hand firmly in the hand of THE MAN for it is the

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is;“As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

CHRIST-TIME and his contacts and students will come
full-blast onto the STAGE. You will begin to be given
the information, NOW, as to the line of cast players.
I AM the CENTRAL SUN entity-and
the “changers” and MESSENGERS are in place right along side
you in their level of KNOWING and capabilities. There
are things they are not to share with you. Identify them,
appreciate them, and keep your mouths shut-especially as to the mundane annlications of their abilities.
Remember that God has ie’t the play and THE PLAN
and He will provide, in perfect form, unrecognized by
the general masses, the perfect player for our needs. Do
your testing every time but realize that the PROOF is
only for THE one or two who have need to KNOW.
When I say that “I have sent someone”. know it!
However, don’t individually “struggle” with it-because in our “sharing” you will usually not have notice-only
interest goaded. The ONE to whom the
messenger is sent SHALL GET THE MESSAGE AND
IT WILL LIKELY MEAN NOTHINGTO “ANOTHER”.
Dharma got HER MESSAGE AND THE MESSENGER
so let us leave lay that which is NOT for us as individuals.
YOU will know your portion when the time is
revealed-only
to YOU. Please do not take our time
energy to explore possibilities of meanings of that
which is yet unrevealed.
TEACHERS,
YOUR GUIDES (INDIVIDUAL) AND ALLOW US TO
DO OUR WORK FOR THE TWO ARE
THING. IF WE WERE SIMPLY HERE TO
REVEAL AND REVELATE EACH INDIVIDUAL’S
PURPOSE-WE WOULD HAVE AN ASHRAM AND
HAVE PSYCHICS FOR THE‘READINGS”.
WE ARE
NOT.
I will use an example: Some will ask “why is Little
Crow so involved when I have been around longer and
waited for my chance to run a few things?” No, you do
not even understand the program. Little Crow is from
the Council of the Immortals and is one of the Chief
Honchos in the KNOWING classification.
If YOU ask
such a question-YOU
ARE NOT READY TO BEAR
EVEN THE MOST MUNDANE TASK IN TRUST AND
CONFIDENCE. Therefore, do what you WILL, share
what you WILL, allow us to move freely and don’t send
us anything we CAN’T be allowed to freely use-for we
don’t have time to sort the intent of every distant writer
or speaker. Since mankind does not YET HAVE TRUTH
IN FULL, EVERY writer is not fully informed and I
will always call the errors to full attention. So, if you
are not readyforthe sharing and the rebuttals-DON’T

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set
Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims:
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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SEND US YOUR “STUFF”; SEND IT TO BILL COOPER, BO GRITZ, GEORGE GREEN OR WHOEVER
GRABS YOUR FANCY, FOR FROM HERE YOU GET
We are not, nor are we interested in becoming, a religion, a church, a clan, anything related to
politics or show-and-tell. OURS IS AMISSION WHICH
ELUDES ALMOST EVERYONE IN PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION.
THE ONES WHO HAVE NEED TO
KNOW--KNOW.
Are there
“Immortals”? YES! And they
are given to presenting in the most appropriate modality to further our Creator’s plan-period!
If you are
intent on your own journey of Truth, you will recognize
them in whatever form they present for they will connect with your very heartplace and the impact will be
immortalized forever within your being. If you are
“turned away” by these beings-YOU
don’t understand! They will ALWAYS honor their “school-Master”, their TEACHER and present that information
ALWAYS-right
out there in front of themselves. If
you question their modality of expression-YOU
HAD
BEST QUESTION YOUR OWN FOR YOU WILL HAVE
MISSED THE POINT. When YOU think you know
more about anything and everything than the MASTERS-you
err and need to go back to pre-school for
you will NOT make it in the major leagues with the
Immortal Teachers. If you argue over this paragraph,
even to self, YOU ARE SUFFERING FROM EGO
PROJECTION AND HAD BEST GO YOUR WAY
AMONG THE DEAD. If you don’t know what I just
said-see
if you have a Spiritual “pulse” or if you are
already “just existing in the dead zone”!
God will always send someone in a form that the
adversarial energies will intensely DISLIKE or illrespond to. That is as necessary for sorting as anything
you can use for a test. If you are “turned off by some
energies which God presents for your “lessons”-you
had best look carefully for these latter day testings are
pretty subtle.
When you assume or project that “God wouldn’t
send an Arab” or “God wouldn’t send a Greek or a
Jew”-you
err in immediate perception for you MAY
NOT assume what God might well do to get our mission
perfected.
God will send to His messengers THE
MESSENGERNECESSARY
FORTHENEXT STEPEVERY TIME.
GOD DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES! ! !
I am always amused by the innocent inquiry as to
why do we provide “stuff’ for healing or tools for use
for body infestation or infection

Perhaps, in truth, you may NEVER, in this
lifetime, achieve that capability and you need to somehow keep that housing (body) alive and functioning if
you intend to participate in this physical transition and,
yes indeed, it IS well worth the effort. The “masses” of
ignorant humanity will eagerly, yes EAGERLY, die to
avoid responsibilities
involved with the Awakening
and Restoration of Earth Man in an evolved Societal
Structure of positive presentation and enlightened Freedom within God.
DO NOT TELL
THAT YOU HAVE THE
“COURAGE” TO STEP
“I think I can” is not the
same thing as stepping right out there and DOING the
thing. And, furthermore, when you are acting within
the Knowing-there
is no need to consider “courage”
for it will not occur to the experiencing party that
“courage” is even a part of the action at hand. Many
stand and express appreciation that Dharma has “the
courage” to do this job. No, DHARMA HAS KNOWING and “courage” is not a part of the program of
action. She trusts that God, in infinite WISDOM, will
utilize her and protect that portion of self which is
important-and
“courage” is NOT PART OF THE PERCEPTION.
Some people get their training by the
Immortals in Tibet-some
in little Tehachapi.
The
training is the same, so don’t assume that because YOU

are somewhere other than the places in point that you
are NOT on the training program. The ones trained in
Tibet even, have to come down from that mountain to
SERVE. AND DO NOT BE PRE-CONCEIVED TO
EXPECT A GIVEN ENTITY FORM AS, SAY, THE
LEST YOU SIMPLY BE
IT IS TIME FOR
TO SHOW UP
AGAIN IN HUMAN FORM-AND
YOU DON’T
KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT AND THAT IS THE FACT
OF THE MATTER-SO
TAKE CARE IN YOUR
PRECONCLUSIONS. THAT VERY CHRIST ENERGY
WILL PRESENT THIS TIME IN A FORM WHICH
WILL
AS YOU
MIGHT EXPECT. Presentation of God and presentation of MAN are two different aspects of being-so
don’t jump to conclusions.
And you dear Canadians who long for some contact
and integration-YOU
HAVE IT for the very teachers
are coming via that routing-so,
hold it in your hearts.
Each of our own jobs seems so mundane in the doingbut each is necessary and as important as any otheronly DIFFERENT. If the support systems do not remain in place-the
structure shall surely fall so the
smallest brick in the foundation is far more important
at any given moment-than
the top brick which simply
holds the “space”. WE ARE GROWING IN COLLECTION OF OUR PEOPLE-BRICK
BY TEDIOUS
BRICK WHOSE STRENGTH MUST BE TESTED AND
TESTED FOR THE TASK AT HAND-OVER
AND
OVER AGAIN. IF A CORNERSTONE FAILS-THE
WHOLE OF THE STRUCTURE WILL COLLAPSE.
And, moreover, when you students are ready-THE
NEXT TEACHER PRESENTS! Count on it. And,
wonders never cease-it is time to learn of your REAL
connections with the outer Cosmic relationships, and

surely enough-the
Teacher is here!
We stand at ready and you must realize that, if we
have to allow the stabilization to be removed, you will
have to be encapsulated within electromagnetic enclosures within which no life can be sustained-IF
DESTRUCTION OF THE PLANET IS IMMINENT.
THERE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED THE IMPACT
WITHIN THE ORDER OF UNIVERSAL ORBITS AND
STABILITY, OF MASSIVE IMPLOSION OR EXPLOSION OF A PLANET.
In addition, readers, EVIL EXPRESSION WILL
NOT BE ALLOWED TO ENTER WITHIN
We are not interested in “Best Sellers”-we
are interested in the ones needing information getting
the information. So, if you think self so important as to
hide under copyrights and patents-forget
the desire
for working with us-we HAVE the information and
you have been careless in your LEARNING. BEWARE
THE DECEIVERS and if you think US TO BE DECEIVERS-you
had best MAKE VERY, VERY SURE
OF WHAT YOU SPOUT OUT OF YOUR MOUTHS IN
IGNORANCE-FOR
IT WILL BE SO THAT THIS
PLACE PRESENTS FACTUAL TRUTH AND THE
LIES AND MISINFORMATION WILL SIMPLY BEGIN TO FALL AWAY AND YOU SHALL BE CAUGHT
IN THAT FALLING MASS OF DIS- MIS-INFORMATION-HEADED
BY THE SPIRITUAL CRIMINALS
WHO HAVE OFFERED LIES INSTEAD OF TRUTH
IN THE MOST ELEMENTAL SPIRITUAL INFORMATION. How many of YOU will be trapped within
the toppling of the Evangelical FOOLS‘? It is one thing
to have enslaved silently your bodies-but the enslavement of your Spirit is ever so much more deadly. Pay
careful attention to that which you expect. Along these
lines I will again remind you of PROJECT BLUE
BEAM and to do so will utilize a write-up already
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issued on the subject.

ecies exist that very accurately chart the course of rectly to your brain. Be careful what the message
human history to the present day and beyond and in
-for that will be your clue as to authenticity of
which is SHOWN THE DOWNFALL OF THE AN- events. Bevery, very attentive for YOU WHO EXPECT
TICHRIST!
SPACE-ALIENS-WILL
GET SPACE-ALIENS TOTALLY PROGRAMMED TO THE INDIVIDUAL EX[END OF QUOTING]
PECTATIONS! Enjoy the “show” and recognize it for
that which it IS and, yes indeed, BE IMPRESSED, for
Where will your perceptions be when you witness if you don’t come to realize the major technology
this great show in the sky? Will you be able to with- available-we
don’t stand a chance of reaching
stand such a massive show-and-tell? I wonder. It will THROUGH that maze of deception.
be magnificent-however,
God will make sure His own
We need a break here to collect our project thoughts
signs are therein, as well, so be patient little beam so I ask closure to this writing that we might change
targets-for
there will be a pulsed sound system di- topics. Thank you. Salu.

[QUOTING]
12, Vol. 414.
“I
NASA:
a

a
”

The NASA
Project. This is an extremely Big Secret. That Project is the ability to take up
a whole bunch of people as in a “rapture” type of
situation and whisk the whole bunch into never-neverland. The calculated resistance to the New Religion,
the New World Order [NWO] and the New “Messiah”
will be human loss on a massive scale in the ensuing
“Holy Wars”.
The “Blue Beam” Project will pretend to be the
universal fulfillment of the prophecies of old; as major
an event as that which took place 2000 years ago. In
principle, it will make use of the sky as a movie screen
as space-based laser-generating
satellites project simultaneous images to the four corners of the planet, in
every language, in every dialect according to region . . . .
it deals with the religious aspect of the NW0 and is a
large scale seduction.
Computers will coordinate the satellites and software will run the show-and-tell. (Holography is based
on very nearly identical signals combining to produce
an image, or hologram, with depth perception.)
By
utilizing acoustic Extremely Low Frequency [ELF],
Very Low Frequency [VLF], Low Frequency [LF] waves,
the accompanying sounds will be perceived as coming
from everywhere. Specifically, the show will consist of
laser projections of multiple holographic images to
different parts of the world, each receiving different
images according to predominating regional and national religious faith. Not a single area will be excluded.
With computer animation and sound effects appearing to come from the depths of space, astonished
followers of the various creeds will witness their own
returned Messiah in spectacularly convincing lifelike
realness.
Then, the projections of The Christ, of
Mohammed, Buddha, Krishna, etc. will merge into
one, after correct explanation of the mysteries, prophecies, and revelations will have been disclosed. THIS
ONE GOD WILL IN FACT BE THE ANTI-CHRIST,
who will explain that the various scriptures have been
misunderstood; that the religions of old are responsible
for turning people against people, nation against nation: therefore the world’s religions must be abolished
to make way for the Golden Age (New Age) of the ONE
WORLD RELIGION, representing the one god (AntiChrist in this instance) they see before them.
Naturally, this superbly staged full-scale falsiflcation will result in social/religious disorder on a grand
scale, including millions of programmed religious fanatics through demonic possession cases on a scale
never seen before.
In addition, this event.will occur at a time of great
political anarchy and general tumult-at
the edge of
something big.
The United Nations even now plans to use the
Beethoven
Jo-v as the official anthem for the
New World Order INWO].
We have been given the accepted scenario involving established prophecies, Armageddon, the AntiChrist and so on. What the world does not know, and
is not given to

Dear Commander (and Crew),
22 Aug. 96
Connections, connections, connections!
Many times you have written about Santa Barbara
Savings, RTC, Ekkers’ non-sale, Shea and Gould, Salomon Bros., etc., etc., etc. Here’s another
connection: Law Firm of Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro of San Francisco. Note:
(1.) Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro were originally appointed as investigators of the Clintons and
the Whitewater scam in Arkansas. (This information directly from the grandson of one of the
partners. Also see:
by Rodney Stich about real estate fraud. And about the
murder of Attorney Dexter Jacobsen in San Francisco connected to these frauds and scams.) As you
know, the biggest criminals are appointed to investigate their own crimes.
(2.) Sutro, Judge Sutro, and Sutro and Company: A financial analyst in the Santa Barbara S&L
corruption scam and the Ekker case (From Ray Bilger’s article in the July 23, 1996 issue of
page 4).
(3.) And of course, Madison Guaranty S&L (See: “Fire From The Sky” in the August 13, 1996
issue of
page 20) connected to (Hang on to your hat!) Household Bank, BCCI, Banco
Nationale Del Lavorro, The Vatican, laundering drug money out of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran
(Shah of Iran: see “S.L.O. Connection To Iran” by Ray Renick. Rick should have a copy or L. has
one.)
29, 1993
CONTACT], CIA, “Operation Zapata” out of San Luis Obispo and Ventura
by Gary Wean
9
Chapters 3 1,34 and 44 or the August 22, 1995 issue of
page 20). and Clark,
Himovitz and Schlesinger out of San Luis Obispo. And also Connected to Nugen-Hand Bank
laundering money out of the “Golden Triangle” in South-East Asia with General Khun Sa, Richard
Armitage, Santos Trafficante, Ted Shackley, Eric Von Marbod, George Bush
and
by James “Bo” Gritz,
by Jonathan Kwitny and book
by Peter Dale Scott). Whew! And that’s just the “tip of the iceberg”!
A thorough investigation of this “bag of worms” called Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro will show
more connections to real estate theft, drug trafftcking and money laundering (Again, see
Gary Wean, Rodney Stich, Ray Renick) and murder (Possibly R. Bilger has more info on P.M. & S.).
And don’t forget the California Judges Association, which includes “Judges” (who are ti
William P. Clark, Sutro, Hymie Blitzberg (aka Steven J. Stone. Does anvone know if he is related
to Oliver Stone?), who are connected to the murders of the Kennedy& all the way to Nicole BrownSimpson and hundreds in between (which includes the KAL-007 passengers, Congressman Larry
McDonald, Vickie Morgan, etc.). The
an excellent source of information
on all these subjects.
Remember Thomas Pynchon’s definition of paranoia:
“Paranoia is the leading edge of
awareness that EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED.”
Keep The “Light” On

Ray Renick, JS9861
Facility B-5, 201 L _
P. 0. Box 3030
Susanville,
96130
P.S. Much of my mail is “lost”. However
usually comes in 3 days. Please put small
blurb in paper to acknowledge receipt. Letters that I do
I would like to file a lawsuit, but how can I if they won’t let me use
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If these Draconian measures are adopted, any party
to GATT (e.g., the United States) which
not accept
the new standards can be heavily sanctioned (fined) by
the World Trade Organization. The WTO will have the
right to levy enormous fines on any nation that gets
“out of line”, with the potential to cripple entire sectors
of that nation’s economy!
The sole U.S. delegate to Codex has been Elizabeth
A. Yetley, Ph.D., R.D., of the FDA. Responding to
political pressure in the United States, so far she has
voted for health freedom, but with little result-at the
last meeting the vote went 16-2 in favor of the German

Another
Attempt
ToThreaten
Health
Freedom
props~~
ABOUT

B.S., readers, WB ARB
THE ONLYONBS WHOHAVB GAIANDRIANA! They
say they got theirs from somewhere else-we
don’t
even remember the place or name. Don’t be
ing-this
GIVES US PROTECTION for we KNOW
that if it comes from anywhere and is ACTUALLY
“Drias”-it
is from here. ‘They” are doing incredible
things with the individual cellular structures, DNA,
etc. That is what we are here for-not ,accolades;
Accolades do not heal a people, a nation or fill a
tummy.
From

magazine, April 1996.

[QUOTING:]

national pharmaceutical corporations. The only “consumer” organization she saw listed is the “International 0rganizaku.t
of Consumers Unions”, which
means that right now the general public here (U.S.A.)
has zero representation on this critically important
committee!
WHAT
SUPPLEMENTS
WILL
THEY
ALLOW
YOU’1
In 1996,
will meet in Bonn to make radical
changes in the rules governing dietary supplements for
member nations. ‘Consumers now face an ominous new
threat in the proposals made by the German delegation,
called “Proposed Draft Guidelines for Dietary Supplements” . The German plan calls for the following:

U.N.-W.H.O.‘s
“CODEX”:
A THREAT
TO HEALTH
FREEDOM

(1) No vitamin, mineral, herb, etc., can be sold for
prophylactic (preventive) or therapeutic use;
DID YOU KNOW?
(2) None sold as a food can exceed potency (dosage)
Few Americans have heard of the United Nations/
levels set by the commission;
World
Health
Organization
(WHO)
Codex (3) Codex regulations for
supplements would
Alimentatious
(Nutrition
Code) Commission
or
become binding-eliminating
the escape clause
“Codex”, partly because it usually meets in Rome. Very
within the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
little has appeared about Codex in U.S. newsletters and
(GATT) that allows a nation to set its own stanmagazines read by people interested in vitamins, alterdards; and
native medicine and health freedom, but it may pose the (4) All new dietary supplements would automatically
greatest threat to health freedom in the world today.
be banned unless they go through the Codex apThe commission meets every two years, and any
nroval orocess.
delegate can propose a change in its standards. Attorney Suzanne Harris has reviewed a partial list of international organizations “allowed” to send delegates and
found that more than 90 percent represent giant multi1

IT

Clearly, we cannot expect much help from Congress which surrendered much of its power to deal with
the issue when it passed GATT. Under the agreement,
member nations must “harmonize” their rules governing the manufacture of health and medical products
with new international standards so as to be “in line”
with them Congresscannot rescind itsvoteon
on the contrary, the single U.S. delegate to this international commission can be outvoted by delegates from
other countries.
In 1996, the FDA will convene a public hearing
wherein interested persons and organizations will be
able to discuss and question Codex and the U.S.
tion on it. The FDA will then draft a final U.S. position
paper to be submitted to the five-day 1996 Bonn Codex
meeting. The paper will be highly influential in shaping the final proposed regulations.
It is vitally important that you write to Dr. Robert
Moore, FDA Office of Special Nutritionals, I-IFS-450,
200 C. St. S.W., Washington, DC 20204, expressing
your objections to the German Codex proposal. Also
write/fax your senators and congresspersons, as well as
every member of the Senate Labor Committee and the
House Commerce Committee.
[END OF QUOTING]
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duced principally at Tooele Army Ordnance Depot, just
a little ways outside of Salt Lake City (UT). But there
are other locations for it and so the big incinerator is
there. But there’s evidently been a spill farther away
than that because there’s a mortuary that received 30
bodies. And I have this in writing, but the person who
sent it to me said, “If you use my name my job’s gone”.
They worked there for a long time. Then went in to get
the death certificates ready, and here were 30 bodies of
people, undressed. All young people. Five were women
and twenty-five were men and they had all died at the
same time. You know, here’s someone that works at a
mortuary; they know. They were doing autopsies on
them. They were turning a yellow/green already and
not from decomposition but from the effects of the
poison.
RM: And, where was this?
JA: Well, I can’t tell you. This person...
RM: Can you tell me the State?
JA: It’s in Texas and it’s not 500 miles from Salt
Lake City. So, that puts it in a certain area or corner of
Texas, doesn’t it.
RM: Urn-hmm.
JA: And the very strange thing was this person had
never seen this before.
You see, when people are
poisoned certain things happen to the body. The mouths
were all open but drawn inward, and the eyes were
crossed. Severely crossed, clear under the nose.
RM: Must have been really painful.
JA: Why sure, it’s agonizing. It maybe didn’t last
long but you know it was a terrible death. And nothing
has been in the paper about that. Now, we’re entitled
to know what’s going on in our country. The bad news
is only worse news if you find it out surreptitiously.
Bad news isn’t that bad if you’re told the truth. We’re
not being told the truth here. About most things. And,
a friend of mine who’s known nationally on radio and
TV, has a big following, is almost ready for it to go to
press. Thomas Nelson’s son is going to publish a book,
and try to get it out, would you believe, 6 weeks at least
before the election, about the deceitfulness of our U.S.
Government. Now it’s not a “Party Politics” thing, but
it gets worse every administration.
We’re lied to,

own people. Now you know, I guess, or have you seen
the picture, it came out in Louisiana, the Deridder
JA=Jim Ammerman (Retired Colonel)
newspaper called the
about the new
RM=Rick Martin
$20,000,000 center that’s just been completed for trainBJ=Bob James
ing Multi-Jurisdictional
Task Force people down in
Fort Polk, Louisiana.
JA: Hello, Jim Ammerman here.
RM: No. I was aware there was such a thing, but
no.
RM: Hi, this is Rick Martin with
JA: It’s a S20,000,000 project and it’s to train in
JA: Yes.
RM: I have got you on the speaker because I have the concept called M.O.U.T. Military Operations in
The cover story is, this is to train
a couple of my associates here and I’m recording while Urban Terrain.
we’re speaking. Is that okay?
people for Third World country problems. The fact is
it’s a mock United States City.
JA: Sure!
EM: That’s comforting.
RM: How are you doing? I haven’t talked to you
JA: Yeah, real comforting. So, the things just get
for a long time. I imagine there’s a lot of interesting
developments in the last two months.
worse and worse. I have heard numbers now, in fact
JA: Well, yes. Daily almost. And things aren’t they’ve been addressed to a congressman (I have a copy
getting any better. The people who want to do-in our of the correspondence, where a retired Air Force coloAmerican way of life are determined to press ahead. I ncl addressed this to his congressman in Virginia), that
there are now over 100 detention centers in America.
think you can see signs of that all around.
And the congressman is really trying to look into it.
RM: Sure.
JA: And good people that we wake up and then
he’ll be Ged to all the way-around. Now, have you
they go to their Congressman, or some appointed offi- heard about the spill of some poison nerve gas?
RM: No.
cial, and they get lies and call back and say, “That’s not
JA: Well, this just happened about two or three
so”. So I’m sitting here now with about two feet of
documents that I’m screening out. So I’m going to fax days ago. They’re trying to destroy some warheads, off
things to people and say, “Here is what the U.N. has of missiles, with poison nerve gas and they were prodone; here’s what our Parks Department has done;
here’s what. ..“, and so forth. Because, we have a lot of
liars in high
EM: Well, is there anything of significance that
you see happening around the country within the last
two, three
JA: Well, you know that there were two, three
things pulled off, in the last week or so. One of them
was Operation Offspray, on the East coast, with 16
nations participating.
I guess you knew about that.
RM: No, I’ve been actually out of pocket for about
a week.
JA: Okay well, Operation Offspray came about
and the Marines really headed that and did a release on
If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
it. And they also did one called Marine Expeditionary
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
Unit #26 that did a mock invasion of Mobile, Alabama
and, principally though, New Orleans, Louisiana. That
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
was last Saturday and Sunday.
the sale of stock-taking
just 5 miniutes of your time to
RM: And, what was the nature of that operation?
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
JA: Well, they were landing helicopters in unancould save you and your company thousands of dollars.
nounced places. And they said they would be. Because
they didn’t want crowds there, they were going to have
what they call a “live fire” rubber bullets thing between
Corporate
Headquarters,
their military. And in the center of town they were
going to rappel out of their large helicopters. But, as
best I can discern, what was behind it, they were doing
a practice takeover of the key communications places
in the city because that’s one of the main relay stations
for fiber optic telephone centers. And, of course, if
you’re going to take control of a city and/or a population you immediately take the radio/TV stations and
telephones. You cut off all communications, you con99126
trol it. And then you’re in charge of what information
goes out. And I think it was that kind of an exercise
because I’ve
through too many of those little fire
drills, you know. Only now we’re practicing on our
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deceived, conned and so forth. And here’s what he told
me when he started it, and I gave him enough ammunition to put three books together, and he said, “I’m only
going to put in my book what I could take into court as
That’s going to be a little
evidence, documented”.
dynamite bomb.
RM: Urn-hum.
JA: That should be released not later than, oh
about mid-September.
RM: think a friendof mine here ha q-on
for you.
JA: Sure.
BJ: Mr. Ammerman, what is the last total troop
count of foreign and otherwise on U.S. or Mexican soils.
JA: Well, the best word I get is through a U.S.
Senator who, because of his election and/or other fears
does not want his name mentioned, but he and two
congressmen, U.S. Congressmen, and U.S. Senator,
appointed themselves a committee to ride herd on it,
and they say between Canada, Mexico and the United
States there’s over 3,000,OOO. They had asked me what
I’d thought and I said 80.000 was the best figures I had,
and that was here in the 48 States. And they said,
“Well, in North America it’s many times that and we’re
keeping official count on it as best we can with all the
cover-ups that go on”.
BJ: How can they keep count on it? Do you know?
JA: Well, they have connections around through
other congressmen and that sort of thing. I had a man
come to me out in Midland-Odessa, Texas. That’s been
about three weeks ago. And he is a Green Cardcarrying legal Mexican here in the United States. He
had gone home and he lived
Mexico] almost in Guatemala. So he had traversed, by
car, from North to South and back again, all in about 10
days. He then drove 200 miles when he heard I was
going to speak, to talk to me. He said, “There’s so
many,” and to him they were all Russians; now whether
or not they were all Russians or former C.I.S. or from
Hungary or elsewhere, they were foreign troops, in
uniform, with military equipment.
So many that he
said he “would not even try to guess how many”. And
he said, “If you’re wondering why Mexicans are flocking into Southern California, it’s because whoever’s
supplying these foreign troops is buying up all the food
and the Mexicans are starving.” That’s a pretty serious
thing.
BJ: Yep.
RM: There was another question you had, Bob.
BJ: What’s happening overseas in Bosnia and what
do you think their plan might be as far as shipping our
loyal U.S. troops offshore?
JA: Well, we just sent another 5000 over there plus
we’re sending a few thousand more over to Saudi
Arabia plus we have added numbers and many of them
are Marine Infantry Units, afloat out in the Mediterranean. So the total number of people we have there, not
counting the normal troops that are in Europe-you
know we used to have about 290,000 Army alone in
Europe and that’s been cut down to under half. But
those sent around Bosnia and Macedonia, nobody ever
hears about Macedonia because our News has agreed to
lie to us, deceive us, keep us in the dark. We have a
third of an American Division that left Wurzburg,
Germany eleven months ago under the command of a
general from Finland, with a United Nations uniform
on, directly in command of those several thousand
American Troops. And they’re in Macedonia, which is
a part of the former Yugoslavia, same as Bosnia. But
they’ve kept it out of the news because the United
Nations and our leaders that have sold out to the United
Nations don’t want the Americans, the population here,
the voters, the taxpayers, the Patriots, to know who’s
commanding their sons and daughters down there.
And this is as unconstitutional as it can be.
BJ: Any further word on the activity in the Army
Reserve and FEMA and that...?
JA: All of that has been accomplished, is required
to be accomplished by the 30th of September, the end of
this fiscal year. The Federal Government works on a
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fiscal year that goes from 1 October to 30 September.
Most of that is accomplished by January of this year.
Not next month. And it’s gone off pretty smooth and
the transition’s pretty well taken care of. They have in
the Training and Doctrine Command at Fort Monroe,
Virginia, right there at Norfolk (VA), they have a
document out, and I’m trying to get hold of it. I only
have the cover document to it on. how you contain
civilian detainees and use them as a work force on
militarv installations. So this thing’s getting closer by
the day.
BJ: Any more on the stocking of food in the FEMA
Centers?
JA: No, I’ve not heard any more on that. I do know
that some of the Meals Ready to Eat, MRE’s, that were
in Desert Storm are being destroyed just in case they’ve
been contaminated. And the Air Force is selling their
MRE’s through the Civil Air Patrol at a “give away”
price. And it might be well for some of our Americans
to try and stock up on some of that long shelf-life food.
I have an I%-wheeler loaded with it outside right now,
being unloaded.
BJ: Wow.
JA: At 19 cents a meal.
RM: Wow, that’s cheap!
JA: Usually, it almost $4.00 a meal.
BJ: And this is done through the Civil Air Patrol?
JA: Yeah, you can only get it through the Civil Air
Patrol. From the Air Force. But the Army is destroying
all of theirs. Their surplus.
BJ: That’s weird! Hope...
JA: Well, it really is.
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BJ: Yep.
JA: And we know, and of course FEMA knows, that
there’s Paine to be a food shortaee and they’re gonna
need food and why they don’t take that to feed our
people they incarcerate, I don’t know. There’s some
very interesting unanswered questions. Now, you know
there’s a rally on the mall in Washington (DC).
RIM: Yes.
JA: Begins Saturday noon and goes through Sunday night as you know.
RM: Yes. Are you going to be there?
JA: Yeah, I’m going to be there. I’m supposed to
speak Sunday morning. Are you going to be there?
RM: No, I regret that I’m not going to be there.
Just about everybody else is, though.
JA: Well, yes and I think there may be some
subversives mixed in with it. But, then also, you know,
the CIA and FBI will have spies there.
RM: Of course. Well I appreciate the time, Jim.
JA: Okay. Well that brings you up to date a little
bit. Who knows what else is going on that we’ll find
out, maybe after it’s too late? RM: You still getting our paper?
JA: Oh yes!
RM: Okay, good.
JA: Tape that.
RM: Okay, well, take care of yourselfl
JA: Okay.
RM: And, stay safe.
JA: Allrieht. God bless now.
RM: Byerbye.
BJ: Thank you!
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international crime foisted off on humanity. Those who
gained the most advantage from the war were the usual
players, the international bankers, the major oil companies and the armament manufacturers. The whole
thrust of World War I seems to again embody a larger
agenda being pursued by the international bankers.
This time it appears as though their plans were leading toward the formation of a One World Government,
of which they would be the obvious masters.
Once the international bankers had consolidated
control of the United States through the Federal Reserve, they immediately began to implement their plans
for a great world war. The assassination of Archduke
Ferdinand, the Archduke of Austria, on June 28, 1914,
was the excuse used to start the war. The Archduke
and his wife, the Archduchess, were being chauffeured
through Sarajevo in Bosnia-Hercegovina (later called
Yugoslavia, now again Bosnia-Hercegovina)
when 6
assassins of the Black Hand, a Serbian secret society
controlled by the wealthy Elite, opened fire on them.
Miraculously, the Archduke survived the attack, but
his chauffeur became confused, took a wrong turn, and
then stopped in front of one of the assassins who this
time did not miss. The Archduke and his wife were
killed. But the Archduke should not have been too surprised, for he had been told a year before this that the
Freemasons had made the decision to kill him.
More recently, in April of 1996, another “apparent” assassination
was carried out in BosniaHercegovina, this time killing United States Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown and 34 others, including business associates. Of course, all of the major news media claimed it was an “accident”.
Kaiser Wilhelm II, ruler of Germany, supported
Austria and declared war on Russia and France. Britain then joined the war against Germany.
The
Rothschilds bought a major interest in three leading
European news agencies, including
in England.
Add to this the fact that M. M. Warburg Co. was financing the Germans, and the fact that Paul Warburg’s
firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. would later be financing the
U. S. in the war, and you have a classic scenario that
was later used in World War II, and is still used to this
day, namely, funding both sides in a conflict. (In
elections, the wealthy fund both sides, so that no matter who wins, it’s their man.) In this war, however,
millions of soldiers would hear their Dta-wa-e, their
Death Song.
In the United States during this period, we were in
hard times. In 1914, a serious recession had begun
(remember what Congressman Charles Lindbergh said
about the Federal Reserve creating such things?). Business across America was depressed (intentionally so?),
farm prices were down, unemployment was high, and
our heavy industries were functioning well below their
capacities.
In the midst of the war, radical writer
Randolph Bourne would state that, “War is the health
of the state.”
By 1915, war orders for the Allies had stimulated
the American economy. By 1917, America had produced over $2 billion worth of goods for the war.
America was once again prosperous thanks to that old
standby, war. The United States Steel Co. made $348
million in profits in 1916 alone. By the end of the
war, DuPont Co, would see its capital increase from
$83 million to $308 million. But America was not yet
directly involved in the war as an active participant.
How do you suppose that was orchestrated? Well, the
plan involved a British “passenger” ship, the
First of all, the Lusitania was not a passengersonly vessel, as Americans were told by the press, and
was carrying military supplies for the British. Before
the ship departed from New York City a telegram was
delivered to the
for one of its passengers,
Alfred G. Vanderbilt, of one of the American Eastern
Establishment families. The telegram was a warning
to Vanderbilt not to set sail with the ship. The telegram failed to reach him, and the ship departed. It
becomes quite obvious that someone knew exactly what
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Many young people today may not be aware of the
fact that the native peoples (Indians) have been the
source of many of the names of our states, rivers, mountains, lakes, etc. Here, Eagle Wing pays tribute to what
the Indian has left behind him, (quoting:)
My Brothers, the Indians must always be rememin this land. Out of our languages we have given
names to many beautiful things which will always
speak of us. Minnehaha will laugh of us, Seneca will
shine in our image, Mississippi will murmur our woes.
The broad Iowa and the rolling Dakota and the fertile
Michigan will whisper our names to the Sun that kisses
them. The roaring Niagara, the sighing Illinois, the
singing Delaware, will chant unceasingly our Dta- wae (Death Song). Can it be that you and your children
will hear that eternal song without a stricken heart?
We have been guilty of only one sin-we have had possessions that the White man coveted. We moved away
toward the setting sun; we gave up our homes to the
White man.
My Brothers, among the legends of my people it is
told how a chief, leading the remnant of his people,
crossed a great river, and striking his tip&stake upon
the ground, exclaimed, “A-la-ba-ma!”
This, in our
language, means “Here we may rest!” But he saw not
the future. The White man came: he and his people
could not rest there; they were driven out, and in a
dark swamp they were thrust down into the slime and
killed. The word he so sadly spoke has given a name
to one of the White man’s states. There is no spot
under those stars that now smile upon us, where the
Indian can plant his foot and sigh “A-la-ba-ma”.
It
may be that Wakanda will grant us such a place. But
it seems that it will be only at His side. (End quoting)
The unexcusable discomfort and indignation and
brutality that the White man brought upon the Indian
has not been exercised on them alone. History has
shown us that the White man is also capable of doing,
and does do, things of horrendous magnitude to his
own fellow White man. This, of course, would include
the incredible world wars we have witnessed.
Before we get into World War I, let’s examine for
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a moment the
It is no coincidence
that this amendment was passed in the same year, 1913,
as the Federal Reserve Act.
An excellent book entitled
written by Bill Benson and M. J. “Red” Beckman,
published by Constitutional Research Associates, documents how the amendment was never properly ratified.
But that has never stopped those who manipulate our
government from imposing a tax on incomes. Thomas
Jefferson, in his First Inaugural Address, on March 4,
1801,
stated
that,
u . ..a wise
and
frugal
government...shall
not take from the mouth of labor
the bread it has earned.” Our nation’s Founders never
envisioned or intended for our government to tax the
fruits of labor, as this would constitute an infringement on our pursuit of happiness. Up until 1943, we
were able to build the United States as it then existed
by simply taxing business, which has always been a
legitimate source of tax revenues. But the bankers always want more.
The income tax didn’t come into real prominence
until the 194Os, during World War II. When anyone
today mentions that they do not support or pay income
taxes, they are often challenged by well-intentioned
individuals who suggest that the non-taxpayer does not
support America or the government.
Those wellintentioned individuals are, unfortunately, misguided
by government propaganda and are uninformed about
how the monetary and income tax systems really work.
Part III of this series explained how monies for Congressional appropriations (i.e., infrastructure
functions) are, in essence, created out of thin air by the
Federal Reserve. Today, over 95% of income taxes
collected go to the Federal Reserve to pay the interest
on the national debt to the international bankers. If
the reader doubts this assertion, look at the back of
your cancelled check if you have ever had to pay additional income tax at the end of the year. On the back
of the check you will more than likely see a stamp which
states, “PAY ANY FEDERAL RESERVE BANK”. This
means only one thing, that your money just went to
the Federal Reserve, a private corporation owned by
international bankers, and none of it went to the Department of the Treasury. Those who do elect to pay
income taxes must
like it or not, that their
money has gone to foreign bankers, and that they are
in actuality contributing to the destruction of the United
States of America. The above information is by no
means intended to be construed as an endorsement, by
this author, of those who choose not to pay income
taxes, and is only provided for information purposes.
By 19 14, the wealth of America was being further
consolidated into fewer and fewer hands. That year,
the income of 44 families making $1 million or more
equaled the total income of 100,000 families earning
a year.
The Roman playwright, Seneca, once said, “He who
gains most advantage from a crime is the one most
likely to have committed it.!’ World War I was a major
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was about to happen. The
was intentionally
sailed, without escort, into an area known to be crawling with German U-boats. Consequently, the ship was
torpedoed. The
sank in 18 minutes, with all
1,198 persons on board sacrificed, including 124
Americans, to satisfy the greedy plans of those who
have controlled the world for far too long.
Three American organizations coordinated our entrance into the war: The Council on National Defense
(with members who were Rothschild agents), the Navy
League (dominated by J. P. Morgan), and the League
to Enforce Peace (with members from J.P. Morgan Co.,
the Rothschilds, and Kuhn, Loeb & Co.). Is anyone
else getting sick of this yet? You might as well get
used to these names, you’ll be hearing a lot more about
them in this series. Guess who was our Assistant Secretary of the Navy at the time? Would you believe
Franklin Delano Roosevelt!
Congress officially declared war against Germany
on April 6, 1917. But Americans were not all blindly
following our corrupt leaders. In the summer of 1917,
tens-of-thousands
of farmers in Minnesota protested
the war, the draft, and profiteering by big business and
the banks, at the expense of American lives. The Akron, Ohio
a conservative newspaper,
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said that America had “never embarked upon a more
unpopular war”.

The American Government set up a “Committee
on Public Information” to persuade Americans that the
war was the right thing for us to be involved in. It was
a massive effort to try to excite a reluctant public.
In June of 1917, Congress passed The Espionage
Act, and President Woodrow Wilson signed it into law.

From its unambiguous language, it was patently clear
that the Act was to be used to imprison Americans who
spoke or wrote against the war. Two months later,
Charles Schenck was arrested in Philadelphia for printing and distributing leaflets that denounced the draft
and the war. His leaflets claimed that the draft was “a
monstrous deed against humanity in the interests of
the financiers of Wall Street”. Do you believe that he
was wrong? It sounds like he figured it out exactly.
was tried, found guilty, and sentenced to six
months in jail.

Schenck appealed his conviction to the Supreme
Court of the United States, arguing that the Act violated his
rights of freedom of speech
and freedom of the press. Noted Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes delivered the opinion of
the court. His words have ohen been quoted since he
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first spoke them, (quoting:)
The most stringent protection of free speech would
not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre
and causing a panic.. . The question. ..is whether the
words used...create a clear and present danger...that
Congress has a right to prevent. (End quoting)
Thus, the Supreme Court shot down our
rights and approved The Espionage Act,
which remains in force even today. Zechariah Chafee,
a Harvard Law School professor, in his book entitled
(Antheneum Books,
New York, 1969), commented on what Schenck had
said. Chafee contends that Schenck’s actions were
more like someone shouting, not falsely, but truly, to
people about to buy tickets and enter a theater, that
there was a fire raging inside. So much for our Supreme Court. Who were they working for anyway? It
makes one wonder. This is yet another example of treason to our
this time committed by the
Supreme Court. And The Espionage Act also shows
how the wealthy world manipulators mold the laws to
suit their destructive agenda. During the war, about
900 people went to prison under the Act. The government and big business kept up their campaign to discourage opposition to the war, by supporting military
bands, flag waving, and promoting the mass buying of
war bonds.
For the entire first part of the 20th century, and
including the period of World War I, there was
ing movement among the people toward Socialism.

This was in response to the fact that people perceived
Kit

Water is alive. The discovery made by Henry Coanda in the 1920s showed that water
flowing over any surface tends to cling to that surface.
the rivers flow, the water clings
to rocks and soil picking up the minerals on its way down.
the water picks up speed and
goes around and over rocks, spinning in different directions,
millions of vortices are
formed. The swirling vortices produce electricity which has been measured in lab tests and
reveals that this motion colloidalized the minerals making them easily absorbable by the
body.
Patrick Flanagan carried on the research only to discover that these vortices can be
duplicated by stirring or agitating the water. Dealing with a 4” diameter
vortex, Flanagan lowered a thin, specially shielded wire electrode into
the center of its vertical throat, being careful not to allow the wire to
touch the water. By means of another electrode touching the water, he
was able to record a charge of more than ten thousand volts emitted
from its swirling water when the vortex was moving at approximately
one thousand revolutions per minute. By drinking this water, it is said
that the body’s cells gain a charge that can prevent them from clumping
and aging quickly.
New
offers a way to duplicate this vortex in your own home
with the use of a simple inexpensive process.
The kit they present
contains two bottles, the vortex coupling with magnets and the simple
instructions
on how to create the vortex.
The Rare Earth minerals
offered by New
in’ capsule form [see box on p. 51, would be a
potent addition to break open and put into the water before the vortex
procedure.
The electrical energy created by the vortex action will thus
colloidalize the minerals making them easy to assimilate. The colloidal
minerals and electrically charged water potential make even the most
common of waters alive with youth-offering
properties.
Order the
Vortex Kit from
for $8.
For complete article please refer to page 27 in the July 2, 1996 issue
of

Capitalism as exploiting the masses, with the wealthy
taking everything for themselves. What the people did
not realize was that the Capitalists had developed and
were practicing a kind of Socialism for the rich. They
were providing the wealthy with everything they
needed, and left the masses to fend for themselves!!
World War I ended in November 19 18 with tensof-millions dead on all sides. It was a war that had
been carefully planned, orchestrated and executed by
the international bankers, big business and a network
of secret societies. Had they not acted in concert to
create the war, it would never have happened. These
world manipulators win every time, no matter which
country appears to win or lose, no matter how many
die. The bankers had made huge loans to both sides.
Their incredible profits always net them more money
than they could ever possibly spend. So the real motivation for their actions appears to be not so much
money, as it is the power that that money brings. They
seem to thoroughly enjoy the great chess game of manipulating world events. Would that they could do so
while benefiting all of mankind. That, however, may
be destined to be for some other future civilization,
unless we are able to wake up, throw off those invisible self-created chains that bind us down, seize the
power our Creator has given us, and turn this
around to realize, and bring into actuality, the dream
of America’s bold Founders. And to do so while respecting the rights of all mankind, including this
continent’s original native inhabitants.
In the spring of 19 19, just outside of Paris, France,
the Versailles Peace Conference began, which produced
the treaty that settled World War I. The host of the
Conference was none other than Baron Edmund de
Rothschild. Among the delegates was American President Woodrow Wilson, with his two advisors, Colonel
House and Bernard Baruch, both of whom were
Rothschild-Elite representatives.
The Peace Conference would decide to place certain economic limitations on Germany, including that Germany should pay
$12 billion in reparations.
These conditions would
later ensure Adolf Hitler’s rise to power. It was also
decided tbat there would be a return to the gold stanreparations.
League
up a One
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World Government.
The Rockefellers provided the
money to build the League’s headquarters in Geneva,
Switzerland.
The League of Nations was actually designed to impose its will on member nations under the
pretex of ending war; wars which the international
bankers always started.
Among the other outcomes of the Peace Conference was the founding, in Britain, of the Royal Institute for International Affairs, whose specific purpose
was to control every facet of the United States.
In the June 11, 1996 issue of
on page
29, there appeared an article by this author entitled
“F.E.M.A. and the New World Order”. In the article it
was disclosed that on May 30, 1919, several delegates
to the Versailles Peace Conference met at the Hotel
Majestic in Paris to discuss setting up a group that
would advise their respective governments on international affairs. It was subsequently decided to set up
separate organizations in each country to cooperate
with one another. This gave birth in America to the
founding, in New York City, of the Council on Foreign
Relations (C.F.R.). Money for the founding of the
C.F.R. came from J.P. Morgan, Paul Warburg and John
D. Rockefeller. This is the same group of wealthy men
responsible for setting up the Federal Reserve.
All of the various decisions that came out of the
Versailles Peace Conference were specifically designed
to create the conditions which would eventually culminate in another major world war to begin approximately 20 years later. In between, of course, it’s always good to throw in an economic collapse and a big
depression. This is a pattern that has been in place for
some time, namely, have a war every 20 years. It is
only We The People, in our blindness to these larger
plans, who allow all this death and destruction to continue.
The League of Nations would be doomed to failure
because Americans did not fully support it, primarily
because it was not on American soil. No problem, the
League would then simply be the first step toward the
establishment of the United Nations in New York City
in 1945.
Should the reader have any questions regarding
Elite plans to involve the world in a war whose outcome would provide the foundation for a world government, consider the following (remember, there
would have been no war if the Elite had not created
one). The following nations made, or were the recipients of, formal Declarations of War from 19 14 through
1918: Austria-Hungary,
Germany, Russia, France,
Great Britain, Belgium, Montenegro, Serbia, Japan,
Turkey, Italy, San Marino, Bulgaria, Portugal, Rumania, United States, Cuba, Panama, Greece, Siam (Thailand), Liberia, China, Brazil, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Haiti, and Honduras. That makes 28 nations directly involved.
In addition, Bolivia, Peru,
Uruguay, and Ecuador broke Diplomatic Relations with
Germany. Exactly how many other nations were involved peripherally through economic or other associations with these nations is not known. It would not
be too surprising if the number ofperipherally involved
nations equaled or exceeded those involved directly.

Is it possible that all these nations just happened to
find reasons to declare war? Due to the fact that the
Monroe Doctrine (1823) let the European nations know
that we considered the countries of the Western Hemisphere to be within the U.S. sphere of influence, it
would be expected that Declarations of War or severing of relations by Latin American countries would
have more than a little to do with United States pressure or insistence.
Something else that is troubling: One of the three
American organizations that coordinated our entrance
into the war was the League to Enforce Peace. That
name is an oxymoron. How can anyone “force” peace
on anyone else? That would be akin to a ‘Committee
to Force People to Smile’! The Elite first create the
conditions for war, and then they create the solution,
which always involves “forcing” their brand of “peace”
down the throats of those nations who did not “tow the
lie” in the first place. Note the similarity of the name
“League to Enforce Peace” and the opening sentence
of the Preamble to the United
adopted
in 1945. We’ll examine that later. Just realize that
today we have United Nations Peace Keeping Forces
to force the Elite brand of “peace” on those nations
who do not accept it willingly.
Thus, America entered the 1920s with our national
power firmly in the hands of the international bankers, who had no intention of letting the people rest.
The Federal Reserve had initially promised to help the
American farmers in their annual need for credit, for
equipment and harvesting.
The farmers had seen
through the bankers’ scheme and did not support passage of the Federal Reserve Act, pointing out that the
system appeared likely to benefit only the bankers. The
Federal Reserve held a secret meeting on May 18, 1920,
and decided to raise the rate on agricultural loans to
7%, which precipitated the Agricultural Depression of
1920-1921.
Although there was some truth to the standard perception of the 1920s as a time of prosperity and fun,
that prosperity was primarily concentrated at the top.
According to Historian Merle Curti, author of the book
(Harper & Row: New
York, 1943), it was “only the upper ten percent of the
population that enjoyed a marked increase in real income”. But Mr. Curti claims that this information
could not be widely known at the time because big business controlled the media.
Some writers, like F. Scott Fitzgerald, tried to break
through. He wrote, in an article entitled “Echoes of
the Jazz Age” that, “It was borrowed time anyway...”
Fitzgerald saw ominous signs amid the prosperity:
drunkenness, unhappiness and violence.
We shall return to examine the 192Os, the beginnings of a major expansion of mind control of the
masses, a look at the Federal Reserve Board of Governors meeting with the heads of the European central
banks to plan the Great Depression of 1929-1939, and
the ever-brilliant
wisdom of Calvin Coolidge who exclaimed in 1930 that, “When more and more people
are thrown out of work, unemployment results”.
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Excerpted from
Internet address
<ray673@bestcom>,
[quoting:]
“For the first time a civilized nation has full gun
registration!
Our streets will be safer, our police
more efficient, and the world will follow our lead in
the future!” -Adolf Hitler [End quoting]
If it worked for Hitler why won’t it work for
Clinton and his NEW WORLD ORDER gang?

Excerpted off Internet from Beverly Kennedy,
<beverly@bounty.flash.net~,
7/8/96, [quoting: ]
In answer to critical comments regarding the New
and the John Birch Society:
I’m glad to see that there are others who realize
that where there’s smoke there is usually at least some
fire, and that it’s extremely beneficial to always have
and keep an open mind-especially
when it comes to
politics, because the wordsmiths have become exceedingly skilled at their trade!
They have some interesting facts on their side, and
when I read their writings, I try to extract the facts
which can be verified and which help explain certain
phenomena. I have found that, to get the true picture
of the world as it is, I must read information from
ideologues of ail stripes, because it is only these groups
that are willing to challenge the official history of the
United States. But I have also learned that they are out
to grind their own axes, not to do objective evaluation
of facts. Therefore, I must be very conservative in
evaluating their information.
“Though the silenced opinion be an error, it may,
and very commonly does, contain a portion of tmth;
and since the general or prevailing opinion on any
subject is rarely or never the whole truth, it is only by
the collision of adverse opinions that the remainder of
the truth has any chance of being supplied. -John
Stuart Mill from his treatise On
[End quoting]
Some excellent

advice.

by Jesse Garcia
From
JulylAug.
1996, [quoting:]
[Prologue:] These predictions are intended to forewarn and forearm those who read them. It is our
editorial position that there are many probabilities for
our future on Earth these days, and the following is one
we choose to share with our readers at this time. We
believe that the people of Atlantis had plenty of
forewarning about the physical demise of their continent. We also feel that Mother Earth will, at some
point, cleanse herself of pollution and negativity afoot
on her surface. That time may be now. We believe as
Page Bryant discusses in this issue that we are all as
safe within our own Spirits as we choose to be. An
Indian wise man once said, when asked what we are to
do in an earthquake, “If you survive you get up. If you
don’t survive, you don’t.” We believe Jesse Garcia to
be a sincere, honest man. He has experienced visions
of things to come since the age of 5. He knew about the
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San Francisco 1989 earthquake two weeks before it
happened and even knew thetime would be 5: IO a.m. or
p.m. It was. At the age of 14 he so convinced his
military father of the impending Viet Nam War that his
father retired early in his career so he wouldn’t have to
tight another war. A more complete story will be
presented in the next issue of the
Following is a summery of Jesse’s vision:
Jesse: In my vision I see an earthquake coming,
and it’s within the next five and one-half months. My
vision is showing me the number 8.9-14.6-15.2.
It’s
around 4:30 to 5:30 in the morning, There’s very little
traRic out. It will affect Los Angeles [and] all the way
up to Seattle and up to Mt. St. Helens. Six volcanos are
going to start to be active. They are Mt. St. Helens, Mt.
Rainier, Mt. Olympia, Mt. Hood, Mt. Shasta and Mt.
Lass&. Mt. Rainier is the one that will start to go and
it’s going to be felt al1 the way across the United States
to the East Coast.
LE. What details can you share, Jesse?
Jesse: Some of the volcanos have smoke coming
from them now, and the lava has been rising for some
time. There are small tremors in California and small
houses that are tumbling. This is to wake people upto get them out of there. I saw fire and smoke all over.
I saw buildings tumbling. I saw people lying in the
street. I saw cars that looked like cans. I saw multiple
explosions, like a nuclear bomb had hit. There was no
way to get on the freeway after this happened.
LE: Okay.
Jesse: When the volcanos exploded it was like a
chain reaction, up and down the coast. All of a sudden
the ocean started rising and sloshing back and forth, up
and down, rising to 50 to 100 stories high. The West
Coast was badly destroyed. The destruction went all
the way to Alaska and the icebergs started breaking up.
LIZ: Was the damage mostly on the West Coast?
What about the rest of the country?
Jesse: It started on the West Coast, but then it came
to the East. You could hear the rumblings day and
night. The quakes were all across the country, but
smaller. People were running into camping places to
buy tents and shoes and anything they could in case
their house was lost. I was shown martial law taking
over. There were helicopters flying everywhere looking for survivors. People were trying to go to see their
loved ones (on the West Coast), but everybody was
contained by the government. Those who were hoarding food and water had it taken away and shared with
others who had no food or water. A lot of people were
prepared, for this, but it didn’t do any good because the
government and law officers
the extra food and
gave it to those who needed it. My vision shows me
riots and looting and the freeways on the West Coast are
badly damaged. People are going into buildings to help
others and getting trapped.
LE: How long did the earthquakes last?
Jesse:
Less than a week, but the volcanos
continue...and
volcanos around the world are activated.
LE: What else did your vision show you?
Jesse: A lot of people are homeless now, but many
more become homeless when this happens, The ones
who never cared for the homeless in the first place, I see
as being the ones who are going to be homeless. Loved
ones who want to go to the West Coast to help can’t get
there because the roads are blocked by the military.
Phone lines are down. There’s no communication
except from the military. There’s no way of knowing
what is going on except by what they say.
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LE: What about the rest of the country?
Jesse: The East Coast is not that bad, but a lot of
buildings are destroyed. You feel tremors between 4
and 5.
LE: What about the effect of tidal waves on the East
Coast?
Jesse: It’s like sloshing water. People are moving
away, moving toward Mississippi and Kansas. But,
then you’ve got the weather changes, like twisters. All
parts ofthe country are affected. Sometimes the weather
is hot, sometimes cold. People will be saying, “What’s
going on? When will it stop’?” It goes on and on.
People finally start to cooperate, once things calm
down, even though the Earth still moves beneath their
feet. People began to realize that they’ve got to start
taking care of themselves and those who are still alive.
I see people gathering in what used to be churches and
praying. People realize that God is there to help them,
if they will only ask.
LE: Sounds like a positive outcome.
Jesse: Yes, I see people beginning to understand
that Mother Earth is like a human being, a person and
that she has feelings, and she’s suffering.
People
decide to help her, to see if there’s some way they can
change themselves.
They begin figuring out how to
respect Mother Earth more. They start learning how to
respect their neighbors.
You know, people are not
helping each other now. They sometimes say, “Oh, I
don’t care.” Things don’t settle downuntil people start
settling down and start coming to an understanding
that they can learn a new way of living, especially those
who have always taken everthing for granted and went
out and tore up Mother Earth. I see people from all over
the world finally coming together. [End quoting]
Are you prepared? Time appears to have almost
mn out for preparations as many are coming up with
close time periods for many and severe disasters.
Before we can have a better environment, Mother
Earth has to be cleansed of all the evil and our old
systems of -so called” civilization so that we can start
anew. After all, a farmer turns over the ground to plant
a new crop. It appears that God is eventually going to
give those who have earned it a fresh start on a
Earth.

From
8122196, [quoting:]
NASHVILLE, [Tenneseel-Nation
of Islam leader
Louis Farrakhan told a gathering of Black journalists
Wednesday that they are doing the public a huge disservice by failing to report the truth.
“White folk did not hire you to really represent
what Black people are really thinking and you don’t
really tell them what you think because you are too
afraid. This
not protect democracy,” Farrakhan
told the National Association of Black Journalists at
their opening session.
“The people who own the newspapers from which
you work, they have an opinion, they have a philosophy, they have a guiding principle that they skew the
news. A scared-to-death Negro is a slave, you slave
writers, slave media people.”
The outspoken organizer of last fall’s Million Man
March, which filled the Mall in Washington with Black
political activists, said journalists deliver filth, not
news.
“The masses are being fed filth, ignorance, stupidity in the name of news, in the name of media,” he said.
The audience gave Farrakhan more than one standing ovation, but some took issue with his criticism.
Others said the same charges could be leveled at White
reporters.
“He could have talked about White reporters, too,”
said Bruce Spinks of
“They
(Black reporters) face a lot of the same problems that
White reporters might have. It’s the same problems
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that everybody faces.”
Robert Keane of Newsdny said it was hard to disagree with most of what Farrakhan said, but added he
thinks “most Black journalists are doing good work.”
A scheduled speech at a voter registration meeting
at the Baptist World Center, headquarters of the 3million member National Baptist Convention USA Inc.,
was canceled by denomination president the Rev. Henry
Lyons. Lyons cited different philosophies and spiritual
perspectives.
But the Rev. James Thomas, pastor of a church in
a different National Baptist denomination,
offered
Farrakhan his pulpit for Wednesday night’s speech.
Farrakhan said he wants to take a billion dollars
offered by Libyan president Moammar Gadhafi, despite
a new federal law that would forbid American citizens
taking gifts from Libya.
He said Gadhafl told him he was impressed with his
work with the Million Man March. [End quoting]

DEA teams and extreme low-lux video, witnessed a
dope hit team butchering both Ron and Nicole, Samurai
style.
The reports hint O.J. trial judge Lance Ito is a
cover-up artist. The judge’s wife, Margaret York, has
been a top L.A. police official in charge of investigations of police corruption. The reports identify her as
liaison to DEA and quite familiar with details in these
DEA documents and files.
Judge Ito blocked efforts of G.J. defense counsel
Johnny Cochran from putting in details relating to all
this. Defense counsel Robert Shapiro, however, has
reportedly been very close to major drug traffickers.
Since O.J. knew of the double murder, through his
detectives, is O.J. a murder accomplice by going along
with the cover-up7
The DEA is bitter. They have been blocked, reportedly, in targeting Ron’s father, Fred Goldman, who has
mobilized public opinion in the cover-up.

I read in this morning’s paper [S/29/96] that our
government has denied him permission to accept this
gift and a $250,000 prize [Gadhafi Prize for Human
Rights] which he has been offered.

[CN Transcript
Skolnick:]

DEA

ON

0-J.

of 10/13/95 interview

there’s a video of the
murder?
Sherman Skolnick: Extreme low-lux. They’ve got
cameras that work in minimum light.
there “is” a video of the
actual murders. [End quoting]
I have no confirmation

From the Internet, by Sherman H. Skolnick,
7/3 l/96, [quoting:]
Secret reports of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration reportedly detail the.who, what and when
of the double murder. According to the reports, DEA
undercover teams had been tracking Ron Goldman,
part of a major homosexual drug-smuggling force:.
dope, on credit, to fancy people at fancy restaurants,
like where Ron was a waiter.
Ron was the major DEA target, not Nicole. She had
taken over the ownership of 0. J.‘s fast food stores. The
real owners/operators,
the reports contend, have been
corrupt top California police.
As fingered by the report, the dope loot was washed
through banks headquartered in California owned mostly
by the Yakuza, the Japanese mafia: Wells Fargo Bank,
interlocked with Household International and Household Bank, and Bank America, holding firm for Bank
of America, now owners of the Continental Bank of
Chicago.
Tracking Nicole, the reports state, were O.J.‘s
private detectives-his
jealousy.
They, along with

with Mr.

of this information.

***

inmate to whom he is accountable. In addition, each
prisoner is assigned a volunteer mentor from the outside who works with him during his term and after his
release. Prisoners take classes on character develop.
ment and are encouraged to participate in educational
and religious programs.
When I visited this prison, I found the inmates
smiling-particularly
the murderer who held the keys,
opened the gates and let me in. Wherever I walked I
saw men at peace. I saw clean living areas. I saw
people working industriously.
The walls were decorated with motivational sayings and Scripture.
Humaita has an astonishing record. Its recidivism
rate is 4 percent, compared to 75 percent in the rest of
Brazil. How is that possible7
I saw the answer when my inmate guide escorted
me to the notorious cell once used for solitary punishment. Today he told men, it always houses the same
inmate. As we reached the end of the long concrete
corridor and he put the key into the lock, he paused and
asked, “Are you sure you want to go in?”
“Of course,n I replied impatiently. “I’ve been in
isolation cells all over the world.” Slowly he swung
open the massive door, and I saw the prisoner in that
cell: a crucifix, beautifully carved-Jesus,
hanging on
the cross.
“He’s doing time for the rest of us,” my guide said
softly. [End quoting]
This story presents a good lesson in psychology of
handling some prisoners but Jesus doesn’t “do time”
for anyone; but he did pay a bitter price
of
others.

by Charles W. Colson, Washington D.C.
The following stories are from
P.O.
Box 1479, Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]
As one who has served time in prison, and has since
spent most of my life working in them, I’ll never forget
the most unusual prison I’ve ever visited.
Called Humaita Prison, it is in Sao Jose dos Campos in Brazil. Formerly a government prison, it is now
operated by Prison Fellowship Brazil as an alternative
prison, without armed guards or high-tech security.
Instead, it is run on the Christian principles of love of
God and respect for men.
Humaita has only two full-time staff; the rest of the
work is done by the 730 inmates serving time for
everything from murder and assault to robbery and
drug-related crimes. Every man is assigned another

For several months I had been working on my
prayer life, grappling with the concept that God knows
our needs no matter how we express them. One evening,
arriving at church for a mid-week meeting, I parked my
car, turned off the ignition and reached into the glove
compartment for my
But it wasn’t there. “Now
where have I left it?” I wondered.
I used to ask the Lord to help me locate things I had
lost. Often he had answered. “Lord, please show me
where I’ve left my
Suddenly a picture came to mind: my
on the table in the vestibule of the church.
When I walked in, sure enough, there it was. I must
have laid it down there while chatting after the Sunday
morning service. “Thank you, Lord!” I said, feeling
that old familiar rush of excitement that comes with
immediate answer to prayer.
Just then our pastor’s wife came through the door
from the sanctuary. “Linda, I see you’ve found your
she said.
“Yes, “I answered. ‘Right where I left it.”
“Well, no,” she said. “Actually you left it in the
women’s lounge. So I put it there on the table for you.”
I smiled at the wisdom of God. He didn’t give me
exactly what I had
for; he gave me what I needed.
- Linda Brees, Santa Rosa, California
OUESTION
At an estate sale, I spotted a first edition of my alltime favorite novel,
already in another
woman’s pile. I edged closer to the lucky shopper
sitting cross-legged on the floor, hoping the book would
slip, forgotten, from her lap.
Written in the late 1800s by Charles Sheldon, the
story is about how an entire town is transformed when
the people start asking themselves one simple question:
“What would Jesus do in this situation?”
Suddenly I caught myself. “You’ll enjoy that book,”
I said to the woman. “It changed my whole way of
thinking.”
- Roberta Messner, Sweetrun, West Virginia

Now, unbiased and more dedicated historians have
presented the fact that both FDR and Churchill had
been planning for the American entry into World War
II and knew that the Japanese attack
coming.
I was on active duty with the U.S. Army Fourth
Division during 1941, many months before
Pearl Harbor. How did it happen that this huge, newlyactivated division had been stationed near the south
banks of the St. Lawrence River on the Canadian
border, and that every man was fully equipped with
Arctic equipment-including
skis--for
duty with the
Russians in the Murmansk area”, if our leaders had not
planned,
that American
forces were scheduled to serve there?
Here’s another historical myth that’s been exploded
by the facts:

I would like to offer a letter from Fletcher Prouty,
Colonel, USAF Ret. Since the memorable interview
[7/P/96
with Rick Martin
of
have had many inquiries as to more
information about this man. I don’t think revelation is
what you ask for and in that event I don’t have any
anyway. I will say, however, that he KNOWS more
about almost everything than he wishes to disclose. He
was in charge of some of the major security factions at
Kennedy’s assassination.
For “some” reason it is
reported that he was not, however, anywhere around
and was in fact safely OUT OF THE COUNTRY at the
time of the event. Everything doesn’t add up? Well, in
politics it rarely adds up correctly. That does not mean
that you don’t have a very informed man with even
greater observation ability than do any of you-so we
offer what we have as a portion of an advertising letter
from Prouty regarding
By the
way, this doesn’t mean that the “reports of’ are correct
either!
[QUOTING:]
FROM THE DESK OF:
L.

FLETCHER

PROUTY

(Colonel, USAF Ret.)
Formerly,
Office of Special Operations in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense; Chief of Special
Operations with the Headquarters USAF, and Chief of
Special Operations with the Joint StaEF: and responsible for the “Military Support of the Clandestine
Operations of the CIA”, 19551964.
(Portrayed as “Mr. X”, Donald Sutherland’s
in the Oliver Stone film production

role,

Dear Friend:
During this Twentieth Century, there has been a
flood of creative and interpretative history that has
been inadequately researched, totally misguided, replete with the omission of crucial facts, strongly biased
and just generally of poor quality.

have

Russeau, you see, was correct..
”

This has been further confirmed by Hegel, who
added: “History is the process in which the human
spirit carries out its self-appointed task of attaining
self-knowledge.”
To do that, of course, the history studied must be true.
As a former professor at Yale University during the

immediate post-World War II years, and as a long-time
member of the Society of Historians for American
Foreign Relations, I am well aware of the over-bearing
A “LONE”
ASSASSIN
KILLED
prevalence of the “Court Historian” who literally contrives the historical record in favor of concepts that
PRESIDENT
JOHN
F. KENNEDY
benefit his sponsors on behalf of their vested interests.
Even today, more than thirty years after the factAs one who has devoted a half-century writing and
teaching history as accurately and honestly as pos- despite
sible... a fair share of it based upon experience... I am the official historical line remains that the former U.S.
Marine, Lee Harvey Oswald, who had been assigned to
convinced of this:
duty with the CIA at the Atsugi Air Base near Tokyo,
was the lone presidential assassin.
The “cover story” of few events, if any, in the
history of mankind has been more blatantly fabricated
and forced upon the public than this, for example:
The offtcial Defense Department “History of the
And, while I mention contrived and inaccurate
history, it is equally imperative that I include the great United States Involvement in Vietnam”-popularly
significance of historical omission and cover-up that is known as the Pentagon Papers-has
put on the recorC
even more pernicious.
as the official U.S. Government history of the very ddy
Here are just a few examples of historical “facts” that JFK was killed the following:
that have been revised beneficially by honest and able
22 Nov 1963 Lodge confers with the President.
Having flown to Washington.. . Lodge meets with
scholars:
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the president and presumably continues the kind
of report given in Honolulu.
the
any

says, but
* A special report on the greatest war-time atrocity
of this century: the bombing of the defenseless city of
Dresden, the cultural capital of northern Europe. As
many as 400,000 CIVILIANS WERE INCINERATED
on that hellish night-although the popular press continues to say there were only 35,000 victims.
any

evefl
F.
(Incidentally, the
that Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara put in charge of this “History Task
Force” was a member of his own staff, Leslie Gelb, who
later served for years as an editor of
and who is currently the President of the Council on
Foreign Relations. Both the
and the CFR adamantly support the “lone
and actively
vilify those who write the truth.)
And jast one more example that further illustrates
my point:
THE SOVIETS “SHOT DOWN” THE CIA’S U-2
SPY PLANE ON
1, 1960.
This claim, by both sides-soviet
and Americanis
false. The official TRANSCRIPT OF
THE “HEARINGS HELD BEFORE THE SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS”, May 3 1,
1960,
of
&

a
a

As
know,
U-2
a
engine.
Despite this testimony, and many more pages like
it, not a single element of the vast media establishment
will publish what Allen Dulles testified. They all write
history their own way, as they do with Oswald: “The
Russians shot down the U-2 and Oswald shot JFK.”
that
is
spoken
on

-m

a

in Los Angeles.

You

IN
[END OF QUOTING]
Being short of time this morning we will just
highlight some topics that apparently The
has covered and which I find most interesting:
* Professor Igo Sharevich and Vladimir Soloukhin,
two of Russia’s most internationally-acclaimed
historians, unveil little-known truths about Russia-before,
during and after the Communist seizure of power.
(These dramatic expositions were never-before-pub* The amazing untold story of how FDR REFUSED
OFFERS by German military officers to
* The exciting action-packed war-time reminiscences of General Leon Degrelle, the Belgian Waffen
SS officer. You may not agree with everything Degrelle

* The incredible story of how 2,500 TONS of
French gold-then
worth some $3 billion dollarsdisappeared while in Allied hands during World War
II-a big mystery that some powerful interests-and
perhaps a few very wealthy people-would
prefer be
forgotten.
From the little-known details about ancient
explorers from Europe and Asia who visited early
America to the amazing tale
of the rise and fall of the
ancient
Spartans
to
shocking account ofthe British crown’s slaughter of
Scottish patriots at Glencoe
in the 17th century.
Well, this could go on
but not from me.
aARNE.SREvfEWcanbeobtaiued from 130 Third Street,
SE, Washington,
D.C.
20003. It appears that if you
mention (or address your correspondence
to) Fletcher
Prouty and “sign-up” you
will get a free anthology of
facts. This anthology might
well be worth the membership cost for it
seem to
cover some interesting topits. Be prepared, however,
for the
is expensive
and even “we” have covered
the topics as shown on the
advertisement-obviously
including Fletcher Proutyl
Readers, there is simply
no way you can ever get TOO
MUCH INFORMATION and
when you feel saturatedyou then have to discern
which tid-bits
are most
LIKELY tobetrueand which
false and which is simply
error of speculation. There
is no “speculation revelation” to be had-only
the
revealing
of TRUTH in
FACT. This is NOT mysticism-THIS
IS SIMPLY
FACT. Nothing is even a
“mystery”, once revealed.
Do I ever take exception
with the writers wesupport?
Of course, on some of their
For insubject material.
stance I usually DO NOT
agree when we have a writer
presenting “opinion” about
such thingsas morality when
the topic is concluded as being, say, ‘*...too much religious input has ruined sexuality and prevented us from
our great open experience of
sexual activities...”
What?
This is foolishness in EVERY sense of the presenta-
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tion and shows that the author has not knowledge on
ALL topics although he might well have great insight
into SOME of his topics.
This is not to start a conversation on sexuality but
to point out the misperceptions of ma~ind-hump
and
where the mind of man is usually residing. Therefore,
I can certainly recommend you read the papers of some
writers even though I disagree with almost all of the
points other than those made from FACT. Opinions
always are the factors that get us into trouble and yet,
everyone is welcome to his/her opinions. My suggestion is to always read and study EVERYTHING you can
get your eyes on-only in that manner of education can
you begin to tell right from wrong, truth from fiction
USE YOUR
and so on. When reading-ALWAYS
REASONING, FUNCTIONING, AND THOUGHTFUL
MIND! GOD
THE WONDROUS GIFT THAT
SETS YOU APART FROM ALL OTHER ENTITIESTHOUGHT AND THE ABILITY TO REASON1
PLEASE USE IT. Salu.
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BANK

OF

HATONN
JAPAN

We are short of time this morning so we will dive right
off into the subject of financial “arrangements”.
It is
difficult to realize whether or not the reporters have
anything oftruth going orjust more misinformation through
intentional presentation or error of knowledge. Since just
the Bush misdealings have brought down three Japanese
Banks into being caught short and Sumitomo following on
as we speak-I wonder...! However, someone has written
the following into his financial newsletter and we are not
given the newsletter information or even the name of the
writer. I do appreciate his observations and assumethere
is valid content in his presentation but it is truly a worthy
point of attention. The FACTS remain that Japan declined
to purchase any further government paper on the debtand has actually called her notes. But then, so has the
Federal Reserve publicly stated that it will no longer take
U.S. debt. Yes, and YOU thought the Federal Reserve
WAS the “government”, didn’t you?
Let us just share and then perhaps someone will give
us further information regarding the article and we can
offer full credit. Thank you
[QUOTING:]
BANK
OF JAPAN
IS THE
ONLY
THING
KEEPING
THE
U.S.
FINANCIAL
SYSTEM
ALIVE
Like the Mad Hatter, the Japanese central bank keeps
recycling its vast dollar surplus into U.S. government
securities.
If you ever had debt problems, you know the syndrome. Borrowing money gives you a temporary liftuntil the day of reckoning comes.
Same is
with the U.S. economy. Forget the spin.
No progress has been made on reducing America’s vast
debt. They
shifted a lot of debt off the books.

Itis
a tribute to America’s vitality and once-unparalleled
that she can rack up such staggering
amounts of debt, be bankrupt, and still appear unchanged.
The people and government have embarked on a uniquely
American trip
the road to big government. They
have borrowed more money than any people or nation in
history. [H: Yea, even more than EXISTS
entire

FROM
CREDITOR
DEBTOR

WORLD’S
GREATEST
TO WORLD’S
WORST
(IN ONE
GENERATION)

Want proof? It’s simple. Look at America’s balance
sheet.
A few years back, America had the world’s greatest
surplus ever. Now she has the world’s greatest deficit ever.

In
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has to cover the net value of the goods he sells the worker.
Interest takes care,ofthe rest.
Japan has embarked on a similar strategy. They loan
America the money to buy their high-profit consumer
goods Eventually they will be able to buy up America’s
real assets, at fire sale prices. The end result will bc the
liquidation of America’s real wealth.
The Arabs were the first who learned they could create
a real crisis for America’s economy. All they had to do was
NOT to put their petrodollars
into America. Fortunately, they made several key mistakes. They did not have
the heft or unity to do the job. They tried to move toe

Japan has nearly unlimited capacity to do what the
Arabs could not. The Japanese take the long view. They
are quite willing to let the debt play out. And in approaching America’s liquidation, Japan is united with the rest of
Asia. America’s biggest exporters are now also her
In one decade she squandered the wealth it took centuries biggest creditors. This makes the Japanese threat far
to build; in another decade America created the world’s greater than the oil crises.
The single biggest budget expense for the U.S. govemgreatest debt. And that debt-that government intrusion
into every aspect of life-has zapped the great strength out ment is interest on her national debt. And that
of the nation’s arteries.
Japan already
controls the game.
greatest surplus in world history
They decide much
is Japan. That should tell you
of U.S. policy, at
something.
Right now, the
will. Do you think
world’s emerging financial suthe Federal Reperpower-Japan-is
subsidizserve controls ining the U.S. dollar, economy and
the
rates?
terest
government debt.
How? By re-circulating
That’s a sick joke.
For twenty years, the dollar
Japan does. When
has crashed against the yen. It is
Japan buys more
now worth only
one-third
the
U.S.
government
of its former value. At the present
profits they make from
debt, global
time, Japan has decided its best
is borrowing more and more, so they can
U.S. interest rates
interests are to keep the dollar
the Japanese.
drop. When Japan
temporarily higher. They are
buys less, interest
using their vast dollar trade surrates climb. The Japanese use their vast horde of surplus
plus to shore up the U.S. economy.
How? By re-circulating the hundreds of billions they trade dollars (over $2 trillion worth) to leverage America.
get from their trade surplus, back into U.S. government This gives them control over global and U.S. rates, the
securities. The Japanese are loaning the profits they make value of the dollar, and the all-important balance of trade
from America, back to America. The U.S. is borrowing surplus.
In short, the Japanese are using America’s sea of red
more and more, so they can
more and more from the
ink to conquer her. They are not firing a shot. Their army
Japanese.
This strategy is brilliant. I’m sure many of you have that crosses the border-the real invasion force-can be
seen it. A borrower has no cash, but does have an asset he seen entering at any port. The ever-growing U.S. balance
has inherited, that he is not managing well. A good of trade deficit tells the story.
Look under America’s balance sheets: the naked truth
example might be someone who inherited the family farm.
Being a marginal businessman, each year he falls willbe apparent to you. Ame,ica isbeingconquered. Her
further behind. Soon, he must borrow money to simply economy is being run by the creditor committee. For now,
make the interest payments. And “Friendly
the they have agreed to let America save face. But the day is
banker, keeps loaning him more money against the old coming soon when they will pull the plug, and the Amerihomestead. Friendly Bob knows the farmer will never be can economic miracle will come crashing down.
able to pay back all his loans. But he doesn’t care. He just
[END OF QUOTING]
keeps his eye on the amount of debt, and the value of the
farm pledged against it. Compounded interest takes care
What
of the rest.
Finally, the day of reckoning arrives. The farmer dies, can’t have it BOTH ways it would seem advisable to find
the debt becomes too big. The family farm is gone, and the out just WHO wrote the above article. It would appear to
banker and his buddies walk away with the farm, under me that this is great abundance of propaganda-but then
He has received payments all along, and now he it is a fact that the Japanese, for whatever reasons-did
have the most debt “interest” in the world in the U. S. at one
has the asset as well.
This is due to the fiendish magic of interest on inter- time. It is the destruction of Japan which probably will
est. The banker not only has loaned the farmer the come first for when the World Bank forecloses and takes
principal. He also has loaned him the interest. He has occupation of the U.S., do you see that if the above be
“true”, Japan cannot survive the call, or loss in bankleveraged his money against the debtor.
The Japanese
it even better. They leverage their ruptcy, of the U.S.?
Since I know, however, WHO wrote this informainterest a
their profit. They are loaning America the
money to buy their high-profit consumer goods. America tion- I would suggest you take it very seriously as to
falls ever deeper into the hole. Japan will
up with content. I can only suggest that you who play great games
with the market(s) are going to get wiped out in one fell
much of America’s money and her assets.
Another good example of this is the migrant farm swoop one of these upcoming days. The game is intended
workers. They get credit at the company store. Of course, to exactly THAT. And no, I am not going to come along
they must pay interest.
they never make enough to 1ifI and bail you out some way. God’s purpose is not to attend
themselves out of debt. In extreme cases, they become your bank account! God provides you with “the way” and
virtual slaves. They must work just to pay back their ever- some of you choose to continue in your “I know better”
mounting
The slave master, i.e., the company, only stance and ongoing gamesmanship. So be it.
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WorldFamousypnotist
GilBoyn
RICK

MARTIY

JuJy JO
with
CONTACT, well-respected, world &mous hypnotist
and master teacher Gil Boyne
record straight
andmisperceptions about
the field of hypnosis; while, at the same
giving
some bistoricai background
evolution
notism as a profession. We at CONTACT would like
to take this opportunity
thank Gil
taking time
his incredibly
schedule to speak
us. Ard I would like
extend
apoJogies to Gil
de.‘ay
getting this interview to print-“life
is
what happens
otherpfans.”
Let
us now share this very special conversation, beginning
Fan Z:
PART

I

Explanation to Gil by Rick: 1 would like to
conduct this interview in several parts, just to let you
know right up front here. Please know in advance that
our readership -is international and extremely well
informed. I’m not at all concerned about small sound
bites, but rather uninterrupted, deep and thoughtful
dialogue.
With that in mind, do not be concerned
about time because we will publish whatever comes
about.
With that said, I’d like to begin with some historical retrospective bringing us up through the present.
Then, some discussion on the current field of hypnosis
and hypnotherapy, moving on into a discussion of the
often repressed subject of mind control, as delineated
in Mark Phillips’ and Cathy O’Brien’s book.
Let’s start the questioning with the following:
You’ve been performing and teaching hypnosis for
longer than would be poiite to mention. Who inspired
you in the beginning and who were your mentors?
Gil: My first experience with hypnosis began
when 1 was twelve years old. 1 had an uncle, a great
uncle, actually, and his name was David S. Anderson.
And he was a magician. He left home at a young age,
to travel with the original
Show. Eventually, he went on his own as a performer.
He came to
us-I lived in Philadelphia at the
time-l
was
twelve years old
and he was doing
magic and hypnosis. He came to
he hypnotized my
mother and my father,
Now, they

were very-they
could be very loud and, even, threatening-authoritarian
guess is a better word-and
I
know now that it really excited
imagination to see
them passively accepting every suggestion that he
gave:
“You can not bend your arm.”
“You can not open your eyes,” that sort of thing.
And that, really 1 think, was the beginning. That’s
perhaps the first time that I knew there was a power in
the mind that was subject to influence; either to our
own influence or the influence of another. By the way,
he used his initials as his stage name. On the stage he
was known as “the Great D.S.A.” Sometimes, when he
would get into some cities, he would call himself
“Nosredna the Great”-and
Nosredna is Anderson
spelled backwards.
David, then of course, went into the Army when
WWII came along and he was in Special Forces and
eventually became a colonel in the U.S. Army, and in

fact is still alive.
At sixteen, not quite sixteen, I went to a birthday
party and I met one of my friends and we were walking
to the house
there were two twin sisters. And
their parents had set up a little birthday party with icecream and cake and that sort of thing. 1 had talked of
my interest in hypnosis to my friend and when we got
to the party, quite suddenly, we were all seated there
and he said, “Well, you know, be can hypnotize you.”
And they all said, “Oh, you can?“
And so,
trapped. I turned-1 had never
hypnotized anyone-but
1 turned to this young girl
seated next to me. She said, “Well could you hypnotize
mel”
And 1 said, “Of course I can.” (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And she said, “Alright.”
And I said, “Look at me.” And then I said, “Ydur
eyes are getting heavy, heavy, heavy-close
them and
sleep.”
And to my utter amazement, she did. (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: 1 was prepared to laugh and say something
funny, you know.
Now 1 didn’t know what to say to her. There was
a little coffee table in front of her, with a bowl of potato
chips on it.
1 said, “When you open your eyes you’ll End that
bowl of potato chips is bolted to the table. The table
is bolted to the floor. When you try to lift the bowl, it’s
impossible; it’s too heavy.”
And then 1 said, “And you look over at, think his
name was Charlie, you’ll see that his necktie is undone.” Now, Charlie was wearing a sport shirt, without
a necktie. And 1 said, “You’ll go over and straighten
his tie and give him a nice, sweet kiss.”
So, with that I said, “Open your eyes.”
And
said, “Why don’t you pass that bowl of
potato chips around?”
So, she struggled and she said, “I don’t know
what’s wrong but 1 can’t lift it.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: I said, “Take a look over there at Charlie.”
And she said, “Why Charles, your necktie is
crooked.” And so, she went over and straightened his

gave him a nice
kiss and my

(Laaghter.)
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And so, from then on, everyone would say to me,
“Well, do you want to hypnotize me?”
And I’d say, “No, you know, 1 just don’t do this
randomly,” and I made various excuses. But, it took
me to tbe library where I began a search for information. WelLthere wasn’t very much information back at
that time. That was 1939. And only a few paragraphs
in the encyclopedia.
The reason there wasn’t very much information,
and not many peopie are acquainted with the fact, but
Sigmund Freud was fascinated witb hypnosis and, indeed, went to Paris to attend tbe lectures of Dr. Charcot.
Charcot was the director of a mental institution. There
were many patients tbere who suffered from various
forms of hysterical ailments such as hysterical paralysis or hysterical loss of speech, loss of hearing, loss of
sight. Charcot was a very charismatic lecturer and one
of the patients that he bad was a woman who bad a
hysterical paralysis in her left arm. And it’s recorded
that when he lectured be would take tbis woman who
was demented, he would
her in front of the crowd
and
say, “Now notice as I pass this magnet up her
left arm and across tbe shoulders and tbe back and then
down the right arm, tbat the paralysis leaves tbe left
arm and
lift it
moves into the right arm.”
And, from that came the theory of symptom-transferrat,
that if hypnosis relieves a symptom in one way, it will
express itself in another way. And, of course, it wasn’t
true at all, it was the action of the suggestion upon this
woman, who was highly suggestible in the first place or
she wouldn’t have been in that condition. Well, Freud,
as you probably know, developed cancer of the jaw and
eventually bad thirty-three operations on his jawwore some very clumsy prosthetic devices in his
mouth-which
is the real reason that he wound up
sitting behind the subject’s head, where they couldn’t
look at him. But, in one of his writings Freud says that
had a woman hypnotized
sbe entered into an
abreaction or reliving an earlier experience, and that
she opened her eyes and she put her arms around his
neck-he
was sitting along side tbe couch-and
pulled
him down on top of her. And at that moment his wife
walked in to bring a message to him, and be never
hypnotized anyone again.
Rick: (Laughter).
Gil: He said, shortly afterward, he developed his
metbod of “free association”. Now, although most of
world rejected Freudianism back at the turn of tbe
century, for example, Russia went on with their pbysiologists and developed their theories of brain function
as behavioral determining.
But, parts of tbe Western
world accepted Freudianism and the theory of the
unconscious.
Of course
very interesting chat,
even today, many still worship at the shrine of this new
religion which, intrinsically, is Marxist, athiest-Freud
became a life-long cocaine addict, we know that nowand bad a twenty-two year adulterous relationship with
his sister-in-law. And my point there is: If we’re going
to have values, and certainly values are urgently needed
at this time of crisis in the existence of our societythe values of Carl Marx and Sigmund Freud in
place of tbe great monotheistic philosophies that
endured these many centuries?
In any event, because Sigmund Freud rejected
hypnosis and because the theory of the unconscious,
the writings of Sigmund Freud, became the basis for
the training of psychotherapists in the Western worldin the U.S.A. especially-hypnosis
fell into disfavor
and it was not taught. There were no books on the
subject matter because it was a specialty subject. If
weren’t specialty practitioners to buy tbe books,
no one was going to invest their money in publishing
them, or even their time in writing them. However,
there were great pioneers as far back as Anton Mesmer
in the 18th century, and James Brade in
19th
century, and many others who bad left a body of
writings.
And so tbere was a small percentage of
mental health workers who retained their interest.
When World War II came along and there were so many

battlefield traumas, shock neuroses filling tbe military
hospitals, the few psychiatrists who
and practiced hypnosis were in great demand. And then it was
discovered that the great rapidity with which these
neuroses were overcome, compared to tbe traditional
talk methods of psychoanalysis, gave hypnosis a new
boost. And, of course, that was in and around the end
of World War II, 1946-47.
By tbe ’50s there was some developing interest and
some books were beginning to emerge. And then, of
course, a kind of cult developed around a psychiatrist
by the name of Milton Erickson.
Rick: He was my next question.
Gil: Yeah. Erickson suffered from multiple sclerosis and in his later years was limited to-had very
limited use of his body and worked from a wheel-chair.

And so, tbe passivity of his method in his later years
developed a cultish philosophy, after his death, that all
hypnosis should be done very indirectly with the use of
coded words or key words imbedded in language. And,
I reject that completely because I view tbe hypnotic
relationship as a partnership and I think to pose it as
some kind of a way of tricking a person into a trance is
not only manipulative, it’s exploitive.
And so, my
theory is that the hypnotic relationship is a contract.
aware
You come to me because you say, “I’ve
that 1 have another part of my mind that I’m not fully
acquainted with and that some of my problems can be
greatly helped, I hope, by my becoming more aware of
this deeper part of my mind. Now, it’s my understanding that you as a hypnotistlbypnotberapist
are skilled
in accessing that part of my mind, in helping to alter,
amend or even replace some existing fixed ideas that
are causing my life to he frustrating and ineffective.”
And so, when that person comes to me, that’s the
contract.
They say, “I would like you to
hypnotize me and use my trance, in my behalf, and teach me how to do it on my own.”
And my side of the contract is: this is the
work I choose to do and I’m happy to have
you here to do it. We will enter into an
atmosphere of a relationship, i.e., to create a
bealing environment; a relationship of Divine love in which the only focus I have upon
you is to assist you in whatever way I can,
using the knowledge, skill and whatever gifts
I’m empowered with to do God’s work on this
planet. And that’s a whole different kind of
relationship than a psychoanalytic one where
the analyst sits as a superior being, with an
attitude of, “You know, i’m highly educated.
I’m licensed by the state and I can analyze all
of your problems because I’m *going to analyze your psyche.”
Frankly, I don’t think
analyzed, but that’s another issue.
And then, you’re the poor, unfortunate
patient. And they are really reflecting an
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attitude, in most of them, that says, “Don’t try to tell
me about your unconscious, you don’t know anything
about it. That’s why it’s called your unconscious.
I
know about your unconscious because I had my unconscious analyzed. So, shut-up and just keep writing the
checks.”
Rick: (Laugh&r.)
Gil: In this month’s Psyclrolog;v Today there is an
article. And the article is the result of a major study
done with psychotherapists in relation to tbe HMOs,
insurance companies, and third party payers. They
were surveyed to determine, “What is the ideal number
of therapy sessions at which point, in their experience,
symptoms are relieved atld problems are solved.” I was
astonished to find tbe number proposed, the average
for most of them was 58 sessions of therapy.
*
Rick: (Whistle.)
But that’s current.
That’s in the current edition of
Psychology
Today.
[Now a
month or fwo past.] Now, when
you consider in my career of 40
years, tbe average number of
times I saw clients was 8 sessions. That means, rarely did it
go over 11 or 12, and often it was
4.5, or 6, weekIy sessions. The
difference is tbat I’m here to
empower the client; to be able to
say, “I am competent, I am capable in those areas,” where they
arrived thinking and feeling belpless.
They come in and say, “I
just can’t seem to...”
A man left my office a little
while ago and he talked about
fact that when be is with a woman-he’s
an actor,
be’s in his early
can get very
appropriately, but
he loses his erection. I told him, “My goal will be to ehange wilatever
ideas in your mind are causing that response, because
a great part of your life is being denied to you by the
operation of your mind.”
Anft he went on to say how that has eroded his
confidence even as an actor. So, long term therapy has
three negative results: first, it creates dependence on
the therapist; second, it prevents people from dealing
with life. They say things like, “Well, I can’t make that
My therapist said while I’m in
kind of a decision.
therapy I should avoid major decisions.” And third, it
often reeks of financial exploitation because money
that could be used in behalf
the family and in the
interest of tbe spouse, perhaps, instead of going to the
therapist, the person becomes dependent on tbe therapist, they give a higher priority to that than to perhaps
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things that should have a priority; maybe braces for
Jimmy’s teeth or whatever.
Rick: Right.
Gil: That’s the major difference. The great flaw in
all of that is that we’re told about this theory, the
Unconscious, the ID, the EGO, and the Superego. And
we’re told the ID is a pool of restless, primitive and
destructive energy and we must spend our lives attempting to socialize it or live in havoc and upheaval
all of our lives. Well, nowhere in that theory is there
any mention of a Creative Intelligence within, which
not only knows all of the questions but knows all of the
answers. And what the enlightened therapist does is to
help the person to discover the answers within; to
remove the blocks that create a cloud of unknowing
that cause the person to give that answer, “I don’t
(Laughter.) Of course you do.
1 like to say that, from my philosophy, which has a
lot of Christian philosophy in it, 1 like to say that when
we enter into a state of grace, the answers become
available to us. And, you know, the most popular hymn
throughout the world is called
Grace. And we
talk about the grace of God. We talk about the fact that
we have a divine nature, that we are linked to a Higher
Power; that we are made in the Image of God. Does
that mean necessarily that God has two arms, two legs,
two eyes, a nose and so on? Not at all. It means that
God is a Source of Divine Energy which penetrates the
Universe, and as we become open to it that Divine
Energy which is transcendental in nature, can become
imminent.
It flows through us. And at our most
creative times, 1 believe we are in a state of Grace,
whether it is when we are writing a book or a story or
performing our art, singing, painting, lecturing, teaching. Anything that has any aspect of creativity to it, 1
be1ieb.e that this is an illustration of our Divine Nature
and otr utilization of Divine Grace.
I don’t mean to sound theological, and I’m not in
the business of religion. But I do believe that unless
one realizes their spiritual nature and begins to move
along a path of recognizing and developing that spiritual nature, they continue to have problems at the

levels of human nature.
You know, the- pig in the barnyard is only programmed by instinct. It will always behave as a pig.
You might train it a little bit, if you give it a little food
after it does whatever behaviors you want it to do. But
it is still going to behave according to instinct. If you
want an animal to catch mice in the barn, you don’t use
the pig, you use a cat whose instincts are to pursue and
to capture small insects and rodents.
Only human
beings have the ability to rise above an instinctual
nature, and that is the glory of mankind.
And that’s theexcitement of creative hypnotherapy
when done by people who are properly motivated,
properly trained and have an intense, powerful desire
to help their fellow man; to give meaning and substance to their life. Where psychotherapy, in its traditional form-see,
if
go to the university to study to
become a licensed mental health worker at any level,
you must start with the Theory of the Unconscious.
That’s the starting point. And the problem with that is
that they promulgate two major theories about psychotherapy: the first is the idea that all human beings can
benefit greatly from psychotherapy because the mere
essence of being a human being is to be mixed-up,
confused and one who needs to be “straightened-out”.
Well, this planet has been spinning for a lot of
years, and many billions of people have come and gone
and less than a tiny, tiny fragment of 1 percent, an
unmeasurable percentage, have ever been in psychotherapy at any level; whether it was with witch-doctors
or whatever. And the world keeps on turning.
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And people keep on (laughter) creating and
glorifying their Divine Nature. The second great myth
that they promulgate is that human behavior, by its
very nature, is so complex and the roots of it are so deep
in this mysterious unconscious that therapy must take
a long time, and the longer the therapy persists, the
more effective it will be.
Well, about ten years ago I wrote my book TransTherapy and there’s a secret in the title,
Therapy. The obvious meaning is that
it’s a form of therapy that
can create transformation in
the individual, but also, the
secret to me was: my goal
is, to transform the nature
of therapy as it is practiced
worldwide. I believe that I
have played a part in doing
that because short-term
therapy is becoming very,
very popular. One, the failure of psychoanalysis and
traditional talk therapies in
the Western world is now
obvious.
Secondly, more
and more literature
is
emerging. A recent book is
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titled Single Session 73erapy. The publication of that
book would have been impossible even a decade ago.
Today it is recognized that it’s not
the technique,
it is the person, it’s the therapist, it’s the attitude, it’s
the person who is there to help and not to prove a
theory; it’s a person who understands the nature of that
person sitting. I like to say Transforming Therapy is
eye-to-eye, heart-to-heart,
hand-to-hand, and at its
highest level, soul-to-soul. We are all equal, not equal
in developed skills or abilities or even aptitudes but
spiritually we are equal. And we stand equal in the
eyes of our Creator. And so, if one can hold that, and
in the therapy room at least, to not have one’s love for
that person be covered by their status, their socioeconomic level, their appearance, or even their beliefs,
but to be non-judgmental and to assist them to a
different perception. We know the apostle Paul talked
about it when he said as a child, “I saw through a glass
darkly.” You know, imagine a window smeared with
mud and dirt and the effort to look out of it and not to
see too well.
He said, “I thought as a child. I spake as a child.”
And, I might add, “1 behaved as a child.”
And then, in another place he says, “As a man, I see
clearly.
I put aside childish things.” And in that
statement is heard: I put aside the fixed ideas that I
acquired in my childhood before my ability to analyze
these ideas was fully developed, before my critical
factor was fully developed. Because that’s not fully
developed until about age 11. And these fixed ideas
have regulated my life.
Rick: For years...
Gil: That’s it. And now I am ready to put aside
childish things, childish thoughts, childish feelings
and childish behaviors because I am no longer a child.
I can be childlike in my response to beauty or to other
aspects in the world, but I am an adult. I am seen as an
adult. And mature adult behavior is expected of me.
Rick: Now, as you were moving onto your fairly
recent book, I have a series of questions here that take
us from the long past up through the present. In a way,
you’re jumping ahead. So, I want to take you back
again, just a bit and then we’ll move forward in time.
Since I have quite a number of questions here, this
one could be fairly brief because some of these others
are more tbought provoking as we move along here.
Would you talk about your early days of practicing
hypnosis?
Gil: Surely. When I came from the Second World
War, after serving three years in the U.S. Navy, I was
on an LST [Land-Sea
Most of my service
was on an LST and 1 participated in six Pacific
invasions,
At least, I was on a ship and I guess I
participated because I manned a 20 mm gun when the
planes came in, and that sort of thing.
Rick: That’s fair participation, I’d say.
Gil: When I came from the war, I had a series of
experiences, a couple of failed love affairs, then I
married and I develoDed these duodenal ulcers. Then,
from that I went to a worse one,
migraine headaches. I remember
one time I got a migraine headache
two days before Christmas and I
didn’t get
of bed until two days
after New Year’s, and I was, the
whole time, in a darkened room
with a cold cloth on my head.
Because I was a veteran, 1 was
able to go to the Veterans Mental
THE BAND BOX
Health Clinic and I began to receive
out-patient counseling. Well,
Hypnotist
Gil Boyne convinces
I didn’t
too well because the
and entertains the crowd with his
healthy,
professional
air lacking
first one was purely Freudian. That
unctuousness.
Act may be a bit
is to say, when I arrived he said,
long (one hour),
but it’s well
“Hello, how are you today.”
suited to intimate, uninhibited atI said, “Fine.”
I sat down.
mosphere
of Billy Gray’s Band
That was the last thing he said
Box: lure being the expectancy of
seeing one’s friends doing harmuntil I left, when he said, “I’ll see
less, foolish things in public.
you next week.”
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And finally. after several weeks of that. I made a
complaint to one of the administrators in the front
office and said, “I’m sick and tired of this. I need
somebody who will talk to me.”
So they said, at that time, “Oh, you mean you need
a Rogerian therapist.”
“I don’t even know
that means, but I need
someone who will talk to me.” (Laugbter.)
Rick: Interesting.
Gil: Yeah. Well, I lucked out. I got a psychiatrist
who was the bead of the State Hospital in Philadelphia,
Byberry Hospital. And he did one day a week for the
Veterans Administration.
He indeed talked to me and
brought me out from where I was and I went there for
eight or nine months, saw him weekly. I remember one
time I bad a migraine headache and getting into a taxi
and going up to the State Hospital to get a prescription
from him. It was three o’clock in the morning. And
when you see those movies with those sounds in the
night inside the mental hospital, I heard them; the
screams and the various kinds of strange sounds. In
any event, during that period of time I was hypnotized
by this doctor and I really believe that reinforced that
early excitement.
But most importantly, it convinced
me of a curative effect of accessing the deeper mind,
the subconscious mind.
Rick: Bid he help you with your ulcers and head-
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aches?
Gil: Oh yes, yes, positively.
I’ve never had a
headache since then.
Rick: Fantastic. That’s very unusual in a militaryrelated mental hospital, in fact, almost unheard of.
Gil: Urn-huh, yes. It was only because of his
position as the director of a large state mental hospital
that he could pretty much do as he wanted to do and no
one was going to say to him not to use hypnosis.
(Laughter.)
Rick: Thank goodness.
Gil: Yeah. Now, from that, and here is an interesting turn my life
because he said to me, at the time,
I was an IBM operator. I had been doing that just prior
to the war. I left home at 16. Went to work for the
Social Security. I had answered an ad in Philadelphia,
for the Social Security headquarters in Baltimore,
Maryland. And I left home at 16 and worked for
Social Security until I was 18 as an IBM machine
operator, was inducted into the service and now it’s
three years later, four years later-I was working as an
IBM machine operator for Blue Cross. And he said to
me, “No, you’ve got to get into work where you work
with people and not machines and cards.” He said, “I
suggest you try door-to-door selling.”
Now, I was getting a pension at that time because
of these disabilities (which was 10 percent), and that

was $13.80 per month. (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.) Lot of money.
Gil: Yeah. I started selling magazines, didn’t do
too well. I barely eked
living and then went on to
selling an inexpensive set of encyclopedia and I started
to do well in that. And that was really a turning point
in my life because it lead me into almost 10 years of
direct selling.
Rick: I would think that was a good background for
you. It’s turned out to be, I’m sure.
Gil: Yes, that’s correct. And it was in that period
of time that I began to study various forms of motivation in order to learn bow to make sales and motivate
people to buy. And in that same time frame I
ered a book in a magic store called
Stage
by Ormaad McGill. And for the
first time I had a book, because there weren’t any books
of that type available back then. For
first time I had
a
I
had a book that gave detailed and
step-by-step instructions on how to hypnotize; and I
cherished that book.
Rick: How old were you at this point?
Gil: I was 23. And actually, I would bring up the
when I
with people in sales and I
would be in their home and make a presentation, and
sometimes, if they were interested in the product, I
them
hypnosis and often hypnotize
people right in their home. And
they were my first subjects.
Rick: Fascinating.
Gil: Time went on, as I spent
about years in that work. I was up
into the 30s by then. In the meantime my marriage had failed. I had
two children.
I continued in tha
sales work but I headed up an offtce
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and it
was there that I really began pursuing hypnotism as a hobby and my
reputation really grew until finally,
Current
I decided to come to Los i ngeles
because there was a much greater
Mart Sahi-like
psychological freedom for the intist who usessabjectsfrom
terest in and expression of various
kinds of studies.
Rick: Yes.
Gil: That people in the more
conservative parts of the U.S.A.
actions on the stage and in a post-hypmight call strange or kooky...
notic
Rick: Fringe.
eran, his patter being professionally
Git: Yeah. But at least they felt
slick.
that if you were iu California, well,
that was part of the behavior that
went on out here. So I came to
Southern California and, in order to
get started, I took up door-to-door
selling, again. And I stayed in that
for about 15 months.
A very interesting story. And I
might say this, some of this next
part is detailed in an article-a
writer started to write a book about
me years
he came
down with cancer and died-but
this chapter was reprinted and it
covers much of this and I’ll put a
copy in the mail today. It’s
From Mesmerto...I forget the title.
Rick: Ok.
Gil: I was here in Los Angeles
just a few days and in the direct sell
I had gone to this firm that was
really a division of a firm I had
worked for back in the East. There
was a drug store on the comer and
in the morning we would go in there
FUN
for coffee. I went in this day and
this older woman was serving coffee at the counter and she said, “Olr,
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I’ve got such a terrible headache.”
And I said to her, “Would you like to get rid of your
headache right now.”
She said, “Oh, I’ve tried everything, even the
pharmacist, he’s given me a number of things.*’
She said, “I’ve had it for four days.”
I said, “Would you like to get rid of your headache
right now?”
She said, “What do you mean?”
I said, “I’m a hypnotist and I can hypnotize you.”
And she said, “Oh, my God, yes!”
I said, “Put your hands up here on the counter.” I
was on the stool on the other side.
I said, “Look at me.” I put her into a trance and
gave her some suggestions and I said, “Open your eyes.
Your headache is gone.”
And she opened her eyes and she said, “My God,
it’s gone.‘* She ran back to the pharmacist and said,
“It’s gone! He took my headache away!”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And so, I had really done it because of a
couple of the fellas who I had worked with were in
there with me and I bad talked about my interest in
hypnotism and they kind
thought it was a lot of hot
air, you know.

Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: I left and two days later, we were going out to
territory for our door-to-door selling and one of the
men said, “Say, you’re interested in hypnotism, aren’t
you?”
And I said, “Yes.”
said,.“WelI, on this talk show last night, a latenight show,” he said, “this woman came on...
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: “...she said that she had this headache for
three or four days, this man came in, she didn’t know
who it was but he said he was a hypnotist and right
across the counter he hypnotized her and she hasn’t had
the headache since.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: He said, “The man who had the show is named
Ben Hunter and Ben said, ‘Well look, if he comes in
your store again, tell him to give me a call. I’d like to
interview him.’ ”
So, I turned to this man and I said, “What station
was that?”
He said, “Well, he’s on KFI.”
I said, “Where is that station in town? I need to go
up there.”
He said, “Well, you can get the address out of the
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phone book but it’s up on Vermont Ave.”
I said, “What time does he go on?”
He said, “He goes on at midnight, midnight to five
A.M., fifty thousand watts clear channel.‘*
That night at eleven, I went up there to the woman
at the switchboard. “Is Mr. Ben Hunter here?”
She said, “Well, no, he’s not in.”
I said, “Well, he’s looking for me.”
She said, “What for?”
I said, “He put the word out on the air. He wants
to talk to me and I’m here.”
She said, “Well he’s not in here, yet.” She said,
“Well, why does he want to talk to you?”
I said, “Because I’m a hypnotist.”
She said, “Oh, my God, could you hypnotize me?”
I said, “Of course I can.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: I said, “Boom. She fell across the switchboard.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And now the lines are buzzing. I figured if I
stand here long enough, something is going to happen.
(Laughter.)
So, sure enough, someone came out from one of the
studios and said, “What’s going on here.”
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Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: He looked at her and he said, “My God, she’s
had a heart attack.”
I said, “No, she’s hypnotized.”
He said, “What?”
I said, “I hypnotized her.”
He said, “Well, for God’s sake, wake her up.”
So, I woke her up and the man said, “Were you
really hypnotized?”
She said, “I don’t know. I looked in his eyes and
that’s the last thing I remember.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: Then, at 11:30, this man came out from his
broadcast.
His name was Al Paska, and he had a
program called “Conversation please.”
This other fella said, “This man just hypnotized
Loretta and she was laying across the switchboard
when I came out.”
And he said, “You’re kidding.”
I said, “Yes, I’m the world’s fastest hypnotist.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: “You are?”
And so, he had been interviewing two young country singers, on his show. And the one fella said, “Can
you hypnotize me?”
I said, “Of course I can. Stand up straight. Pop! 1
hypnotized him, he fell on the floor.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: (Laughter.)
And the other one said, “Don’t do it to me.”
(Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: Those two young fellas were the Everly
Brothers.
So, this fella said, “Well, can you come back and
be interviewed tomorrow night on my show."
I said, “I’m already booked for Ben Hunter’s show.”
He said, “He’ll be in any minute.” (Laughter.)
So, Ben Hunter came in and he said, “Here’s this
man who says he’s booked on your show.”
They all talked to him and told him about me and
he said, “Well, Loretta, get my book,” he said. “I think
I’m booked up for the next three weeks, but...”
I said, “Oh, I’m sorry, I’m leaving town in 48
hours.” (Laughter.)
He said, “Loretta, cancel tomorrow night’s guest.
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: So that was the start of my career in Los
Angeles. On a good night that station could be heard
in about 25 states, Canada and Mexico, after midnight-clear
channel.
And so, now, Ben Hunter’s wife came to me and his
son and they got such marvelous results, Ben Hunter
gave me a private number to call into the station, where
everyone else had to call in and try their luck. I had a
private number. So, it wound up I would call in twice
a week and any questions relating to the mind or to
hypnosis or to therapy would be saved for the night that
I would call in. And that went on for two years. That
really established my career in Southern California.
So that was the take-off point. It was really a
launching point, like one of those big rockets they
launched into space.
Rick: Well, I think you learned a lot about yourself, too, spontaneously conducting hypnosis in that
way.
Gil: Yeah. Well, I found that, you know the old
story, act as if you can and not only will you convince
others, but you’ll convince yourself. (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
to be continued...

An.Afternoon.’
With
AuthorDavidIcke
I am different, readers, and Dharma wants no part
of the show-and-tell circuit. We have a purpose and
“they” have a purpose and they are NOT the same thing
DAVID
ICKE
other than bringing TRUTH about WHAT THEY KNOW
David Icke is one of the most insightful writer/ AND THAT WHICH THEY HAVE EXPERIENCED!
speakers yet to grace our stages and podiums. Please, We will do everything to help these participan~BUT,
if you don’t know who this is-it
is past time for THEY HAVE TO HELP THEMSELVES-even to the con“finding out”. You, as a planet and a people, are in tacts for bringing fruit to bear on our contract tree.
serious times of experience. However, if you but heed
some thoughtful actions you don’t have to have such a
a
a
stupidly spiteful and mean “ending” of anything-as
is
prophesied by those who would destroy you. I would
repeat a point he makes in that the world powers are
only a tiny, tiny handful of controllers-and
you can
topple that power just by ignoring them. They sit atop
8127196 LECTURE BY DAVID ICKE
the “pyramid” doing NOTHING but assuming the role
of master of the pyramid (you). Remove the corner
[Mr. Icke, after accepting the microphone:]
stone and the whole edifice topples. They don’t WANT
I just talk, do I? That’s what I’ve been doing
YOU TO KNOW they are just worse than “nothing”
nothings.
They, further, rule by FEAR and always most of me bloody life, actually.
Thank you, thank you very much. I am still in a car,
have. When you get on a higher wave frequency they
are not even in your ball-park, much the less your game. after 4 hours, I am still driving around here trying to
People, you can use that which they have conjured and get me head back in.
I guess you could say I had a spiritual awanening
dump it right back in their laps, only you can do it with
about 6 years ago. I was a television presenter, a wellintegrity and validity.
Once you understand thisthere is no longer a New World Order or any other kind known one in Britain on a network television program
on the BBC. I was also a national spoksman for
of tyrannical injustice.
Why start with massive funds? Because that is something called the Green Party. Which, at the time,
what “they” have manufactured to shackle. They lend was trying to put an alternative view of politics foror pay you money which does not exist and then you pay ward, but something became very clear very quickly
interest TO THEM. And indeed, if you haven’t bor- that I’ve observed very much in the world in the last 6
years and increasingly in more recent times. There is,
rowed because you are a lucky bloke and have a jobin the world so often, soi>ething that I call “opoyou pay the interest in the form of major TAXES-and,
it is all the very same thing. When you want the funds sames”. They are things in society that claim to be
for your own use and survival-you
will create, OR different, and often come into opposition with each
USE, that which is created FOR YOUR USE. When you other, but are actually the same thought pattern with a
stop shouting “it can’t be” -you will get busy and get different dress on. So I realized that Green politics,
this job accomplished for GOD, FREEDOM AND certainly in the way it was run, was not that much diffetent
WORLD. When you get up off your knees to these than all the other politics. The ugreasy pole” demands a
Bastard Kings you will get your job done for the world certain attitude to lift I guess.
But toward the end of the ’80s I wrote a book called
of “people” are awakening by the millions every daywhich was to look at
why don’t you get with those informed people? Or, you
can continue to play in whatever game they allow you the environmental state of the world. In the writing of
for participation-and go quietly to the incarcera tion points. that I came to two conclusions: One, well one concluOh yes, you will go and you will demand to be allowed to go sion in particular, was that unless there was some
for they will call these AIDE CENTERS “for your benefit”. unknown force that I never considered before-(because I had always rejected religion and what we bravely
I can’t just keep repeating these things-GET
call science. “Life’s a bitch and then you die,” it sounds
DAVID’S BOOKS and enjoy. [Editor’s note:
book The Robot’s Rebellion 01 tire Front great fun, that. I kind of rejected both of them but what
else was there, you know?) I came to the conclusion
CONTACT
that unless there was some unknown force that conld
book . ..And The Tmth Shall Set You intervene and help us out of this mesa that we had
Free on p. 25.1 Not only will you enjoy the material but created then we were up the Swannee [River] without
you will be captivated by the individual’s strength, one of them things: the old paddle. At that time I
honor and sense of humor. Get his video tapes because started thinking, well there’s really no force I don’t
thought about it before, really. From the
you almost have to enjoy the man’s presentation as know-never
visualized to fully appreciate the individual. Here is moment I kind of came to that conclusion, I watt tripone, along with Little Crow, Black Hawk the Greek, ping over psychics wherever I went, in Britain; and
and some others whose very presence IS THE PRESEN- when I came to America, when I came to an Animal
TATION.
I think you will find this true of Cathy Rights Conference, and the first two people I met there
were psychics. Well, we are all psychic, but I mean
O’Brien and Mark Phillips as well.
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some people that had developed it, you know. They
started giving me information which, although they
used different language and different emphasis, was
actually the same information: that I was going to write
a stream ofbooks on this subject. I was going to expose
the suppression on a world scale.
which I thought,
off your rocker. I don’t know anything about
this subject, this is ridiculous.”
But as things unfolded, I have moved increasingly rapidly along that
route. When I started to realize that there are alternatives to religion and what we call science, and that
to me is: that everything that
in the
whole is the same consciousness, and consciousness is
energy, and energy is consciousness.
So we are like
droplets of water in an ocean of consciousness. We are
individual to an extent because we are the sum total of
all our experiences.
But, together we make up the
whole. We are the same consciousness energy that
every insect, that is every blade of grass, that is every
breath we take. This gigantic mind, infinite mind
consciousness, is broken up into wavelength frequenties which people here will be well aware of-sharing
the same space. Therefore we are multi-dimensional
consciousneSseS on an eternal journey of
through experience.
There is an American comedian called Bill Hicks,
whom most people don’t seem to have heard of in
America; he was quite well known in Britain--came
over a few times. He said once, as part of a joke, but it
was a very profound statement which sums
my
attitude to life anyway. He said, “Matter is merely
energy condensed to a slow vibration; we are all one
consciousness experiencing itself subjectively. There
is no such thing as death; life is just a dream and we are
the imagination of ourselves.”
What I feel has happened in this world over a long
period of time-from
me talking to people like Cathy
O’Erien, who went through nearly 30 years of mind
control by U.S. Government agencies, and someone I
met about the same time in the North of England who
went through something similar for over 30 yearsoue thing they both said to me was that no matter what
was done to them they could not get to their spiritual
core. And the reason they can’t get to the spiritual
core, in my view, is because I believe what we call
is pure love. It is operating therefore on vibrations
within vibrational ranges that are so far from the threedimensional world that it’s like off the wall, it’s
far
out. I feel the soul projects an aspect of itself into the
three-dimensional
world, what you might call mind, to
experience this world as part of its eternal journey. I
think the
can project often many aspects of itself
into incarnation at the same time. Indeed when
take it to the highest level of this, the whole mind is
projecting every aspect of itself into everything. What
I feel mind control is-and when I talk about mind
control, that’s the way this conspiracy works-you
can’t do it with tanks in the streets and soldiers at the
door, there are too many people. You can use them as
part of the mind control and part of the fear mechanism
but you can’t control five-and-one-half-billion
people
(asthereseemstobenow)with’tanksinthestreetsand
soldiers at the door. What you can do, however, is get
the three-dimensional
mind to see the world the way
you want them to see it and, preferably, not to think at all.
What 1 feel mind control is, whether it is the
individual Cathy O’Brien variety or whether it’s the
bigger variety like: “create the problem and offer the
solution”; whether it’s advertising or whether it’s
government statements, or what we call education.
God, education, if only we had some! They are all
methods; religion is another one. All are methods of
isolatingthethree-dimensionalprojectionofsoul
soul itself. Which has the effect of similarly, symbolitally, of a spaceman on another planet in touch with
mission control. At that point you’ve got the information coming in through the eyes and the ears of what’s
going on immediately around you. And then you have
got the big picture, mission control also speaking to

you. Imagine what would happen if someone came
along to that spaceman and either cut
more accurately, dramatically lowered the audibility of
mission control-within
seconds, let alone minutes or
hours, that spaceman, in terms of his thoughts, his
reactions and his behavior and his decisions, would be
tremendously different things, of all those kinds, to
what he would have been making had mission control
stayed in touch and he had the big picture. What I think
happens here is we come into three-dimensional incarnation, because when we are born into this world we are
immediately born into a
conditioned
world where everyone is conditioning the next generation. So, three-dimensional mind, from a very, very
age, is being pressured to not
switch off soul
but have the idea that there isn’t one to switch offor on from.
I love the way we indoctrinate each generation; I
love this story told to me. I spoke in Houston a couple
of years ago about this-this
woman came out of the
audience to me and she said, “I’ve got a great story that
sums up what you’re
” “Oh,” I said. She said,
“Yes, when I was first married I was in the kitchen and
I was cutting the corners offthe ham before I put it in
She said,
“And my husband came along and said ‘Why do you do
that?‘” She said, “I don’t know, my mother used to do
it; what’s it matter?” He said “Well why did your
mother cut the corners off the ham?” She said, “I don’t
know, what’s it matter?” He said, “Call your mother
and ask her why she cut the corners off the ham.” So
she rings her mother, “Hello mom, you know when I
was a girl and you used to cut the corners off the ham
put it in the
And her
mother said, “Because the pan was never big enough,
dear.” Now, we are doing this all the time. We have
celibate priests in the Roman Catholic because of what
a pope decided in 1074. What if he was wrong, you
know? The
word that allows this to go on and on
and on is: why2 What the husband asked: “Why do we
do that?” Who said that? Why do we do that? I mean,
it’s funny, when I look into what is known as the New
Age, I
see the same things happening as happen with religions of all kinds. people come into
something which has a certain belief system and it is
immediately accepted. Instead of saying, “OK, that’s
fine,” you believe that, but why do you believe it, where
does this information and this belief system come from;
where does it originate? No one asked that in religion.
“Well, it’s in the Bible, mate.” When you look back at
where some of these New
from- I
am not talking about the metaphysical stuff, which I am
in tune with, but I’m talking about all the jargon and
goes back to the last century, and no further.
Again it is amazing that we have a phenomenon on
this planet whereby something is set up, which at that
point might challenge the status quo at the time, but
instead of the mind opening and saying, “Right, well
this is what webelieve now”- but ofcourse, as Socrates
is reported to have said, “Wisdom is knowing how little
we know.” So, therefore, if you operate with that
edge, It doesn’t mean that you will accept everything,
but it is
to potential knowledge-you
are not
building a prison wall around your head. But instead of
that, what these organizations do+ven
those- the
Green Movement is another one. They challenge the
status quo at one point and then they become the next
status quo. Because they start to defend their original
belief system from all borders.
So we build these prisons of the mind. We are
pressured to do it. This means that a few can control the
controlled structurally is via the structure that you find
in every organization, large or small, all over the
planet, in this period of evolution up to the present day.
It’s the pyramid. At the peak of the pyramid you have
got a tiny, tiny, tiny few people who know everything
there is to know about their organization. They know

its real agenda, where it’s really wanting to go, what
from the peak of the
more people in any organization who know less and less
and less about what the
I also call it the
known as compartmentalization.
mushroom
the dark and feeding them bull shit.” That’s how the
pyramid works. If you look at the global pyramid which
has the Elite at the top controlling the pyramid peaks of
the banking system, the
gence agencies, the pyramid
the pyramid peak of the global multinational corporation network. Then you look within that global pyramid, and all the way through it you see that it’s made up of
other pyramids. The societies in general are mds.
Dogmas are pyramids. Even these organizations
like the Bilderberg group, the Council On Foreign
Relations, theTrilateral Commission, the Club of Rome,
they’re all pyramids. With the peak knowing far more
than anyone else knows as you go down, and even less
and less as you go down further, of course. These
the means through which the few control the world.
Not all the means, because there are many, but one of
the key means. Because everybody is trying to tell
everyone else what to do, think and say. You have got
religions trying to get theirself to the top of the religious greasy pole. They manipulate fear and guilt,
overwhelmingly, to get people to believe what they
want them to believe. And that’s the key four-letter
word, actually, that is the overwhelming means by
which we are controlled, and that’s fear. And so you’ve
got all these dogmas being played offagainst each other
within the base of the pyramid while at the top all the
strings are being pulled to either create these dogmas in
the first place: two opposites to play off against each
other or they are playing~erdogmasoffagainsteachother.
So the mass of the people are policing each other
and dictating to each other and frightening each other
and seeking to make each other feel guilty, so that their
dogma can rise up to the pyramid or up to the positions
of power. It means that the mass of the people are
constantly in a state of division. When you are in a state
of division you can be controlled by very few people. I
remember Bill Hicks saying once about the Los Angeles
riots: “Did anybody ever notice like me,” he said,
“when those people were pulling truck drivers out of
their trucks at the traffic lights and stuff like that?” He
said, “Did anyone ever think like me, ‘You’re in a
truck-they’re
on foot, I think I can see a way out of
this.’ Step on the gas,man.”
Well, there are 260 million people in America
alone. The number of people who control this country
is a comparative handful. I think I can see a way out of
this. And that way is: when we stop being the police
force of each other and the prison wardens of each
other. Because only by that can the few control the
world. Because what has happened is that the 260
million unique aspects in America of eternal evolving
consciousness has allowed itself by a combination of
the baaa-baa mentality and fear to become a herd of
flippin’ sheep. Same in Britain, same all over the
world. And if you look at a herd of sheep, they’re
bewildered sheep at that. Someone once said you know
there are three types of people in the world: there are
the tiny, tiny few that make things happen, there’s the
slightly bigger number that watch things happen, and
then there’s all therest that goes around saying, “What’s
happening, what’s happening, what’s happening?” It’s
the tiny group that make things happen that manipulate
the “What’s happening”.
If you look at a herd of sheep, that’s a herd of
individuals who are not celebrating uniqueness. When
you don’t celebrate your own uniqueness then you are
in flippin’ serious trouble here, in terms of control. I
stood on a big, ancient hill fort in Wilkshire where I
live (around Stonehenge in England) a couple of years
ago. There were hundreds of sheep going right across
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this land. Hundreds of them, all over the place, munching away, you know. Then this farmer arrives in the
pickup truck, parks the car, gets out. He stands on his
stick. Now, if he flicked his eyelids every now and
again, that’s all this guy did. One or two or three of the
sheep start to walk. Within minutes it’s like exodus
I’m looking at. Hundreds of sheep are following the
one. “Wow, he must know where he is going, he is in
front. I remember yesterday we went down here, soon
as that bloke stood there we went there because they
did, because we followed them and it was ever so good.”
We have these things on the back of cars in Britain; it
says: “Don’t follow me, I’m lost”. I think we ought to
have one on the back of every person in the human race
and we might not follow each other then. We might see
what the situation is. Now the few sheep-and
there
were remarkably few that didn’t immediately conform
to that baaa-baa mentality-they
were given that extra
dose of fear with the sheep dog. Within minutes the
combination of the baaa-baa and the fear had rounded
up this vast herd of sheep. This one guy standing there
doing nothing and this one sheep dog dispensing fear.
I realized, as I watched that symbolism happen before
me, I was looking at the means through which the
human race is controlled. Baaa-baa and fear.
This is allowed, this combination of dogma trying
to impose itself on everyone else. Because everyone
says follow your intuition. What they really mean is:
“Follow your intuition as long as it agrees with mine,”
you know. My intuition knows exactly what is right,
I don’t know what is right for anybody else;
only they know that. We get into trouble when we start
thinking our intuition knows what’s right for everyone
else; that’s when we get into trouble. They call it
Christianity and Judaism and Islam and it goes under
many names, you know. Anyway, this combination of
dogma seeking to impose and get to the top of the pole,
and this baaa-baa fear syndrome has created, right
across society, what I call hassle-free zones. I think
this is the key way to control the world. Every dogma
is a hassle-free zone: religious dogma, economic dogma,
political dogma. It’s nice to be here in the one party
state of America, you know. Every society is a dogma,
every culture is a dogma-hassle-free
zone, rather.
What I mean by that is that there is a very narrow
area of acceptable thought and behavior which is imposed by very, very few. If you conform to that narrow
thought and behavior you are left alone, basically; no
one calls you mad, no one calls you bad, no one gives
you a hard time for the crime (Call the police!) of being
different.
Which is what we are: unique. We have
become terrified of expressing that. If, however, you
open your mind and particularly if you open your heart,
you start to access higher dimensions of your multidimensional self. And so your perspective changes. It
goes from, “Oh yes, isn’t this banking system interesting” to “What a load of crap,” basically. You get to the
edge of the hassle-free zone and if you keep following
your heart and your intuition (your higher dimensions
of self) you are out of the hassle-free zone. “He’s mad,
he is; he’s dangerous”: you get a hard time for being
different.
Most people, understandably, don’t want
that, so they tiptoe quickly into the hassle-free zone and
up comes the mask. The mask says “This is not really me; this
is not what I really think or what I really feel or what I really
want to do with my life, but this is what I think I really have
to project to the world to occupy the hassle-free zone and stop
being given a hard time for being different.
AndIfeel,myself,justmyview,thatthiswarinthethreedimensional psyche between that part of our consciousness
which I call “I am me, I am free” which wants to flow with that
uniqueness, which wants the hell out of the hassle-free zone.
The war is between that and that part of our psyche, the
programmed level of us, which is terrified of the consequences
ofexpressinguniquenessinawrldofimposeduniformity.
That
It’s the war
part of our consciousnesg I call “Oh, my w.
between‘Dh,myGod”and”Iamme,andIam~~(forme,the
vibrational war) that is the overwhelming cause of mental,
emotional and therefore physical d&ease in the world
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What this hassle-free zone phenomenon has done of tea.” We then get a problem with other people
has created mass schizophrenia in the human psyche. having a problem with us: now there are two people
And I come back to what I said earlier about, we are the with a problem. Because we have got this thing, “Oh,
policemen of each other. When you are on the edge of yeah, why do they think that of me?” Well they have
the hassle-free zone and you know you have gone about every right to think it. I’ve every right not to care,
as far as you can get away with in expressing unique- frankly. Because I have a right to speak my truth, and
ness-you
go any further, you go into “hassle-land”.
everyone has a right to accept it or not accept it, accept
You are not standing there thinking “Shall I, shan’t I, bits of it, or whatever. If we all respect each other’s
shall I, shan’t I” and the question in your mind at that right to have a different view and to have a different
time is not, “If I do, what will Bill Clinton think?” Who truth, then we will have-not agreement, because that
cares.
“What will Alan Greenspan think?” David is a static state anyway because we learn from each
Rockefeller? No, no; we are standing there thinking, “If other and we knock it around and we all move on-but
I do, what will me Mother say; what about the blokes we have an absence of conflict, we have harmony. Because
down at the bar; what about the people at work, what everyone is respecting everyone else’s right to be unique.
will they say, ‘Oh, MY GOD!“’
So the three things I would say are: Let’s express
In other words, what will the other slaves to im- our uniqueness, let go of the fear of what other people
posed thought and behavior think about me escaping think of us and be what we are, and not what someone
from it? It’s like having a cell full of prisoners, and else is telling us what we should be. Secondly, we get
every time a prisoner finds a means of escape it’s not off everyone else’s backs and stop trying to impose our
the prison wardens who block the exit, it’s all the other intuitive view on everyone else and we allow them to
prisoners that run to stop us getting out. And until we celebrate their uniqueness, whatever that is, without
get off the backs of each other this world will never be imposition and without hassle and condemnation.
free, because we are not allowing each other to be free. Thirdly, the balance point; none of these three are any
And so often, you know, this word freedom, it’s ever so good without all of the others. No one ever seeks to
easy: you open your mouth, it’s two syllables: free-dom; impose their view on any one else, or pressure anyone
there, go on, it’s ever so easy to say; it’s very much else in any way whatsoever, to have their version of
more difftcult to live. Because when I look around at reality. Then no one’s free will is challenged or denied;
many people talking the words of free-dom-what
I that’s the balance point. And if we did that, not only
hear them saying is, they want the free-dom to replace would the pyramid come to an end of control, it would
an imposition they don’t like with an imposition they be impossible to go on. Because if we are not played off
do. If that’s all we are seeking to do is remove a New against each other, the control can not happen.
World Order of centralized global dictatorship with
another form of thought police
centralized dictatorship known as
religions or economic systems or
political-isms,
then we ain’t
gonna walk one single further step
down the road to freedom. But
loads of people might be kidded
into thinking we have. I mean,
we were kidded into thinking we
had stepped down the road of freedom when we introduced democracy.
We now interchange democracy
Quality
of Life
and freedom as if they are the same
13553
thing. Often they couldn’t be further
apart. Fifty people telling forty-nine
what’s going to happen isn’t freedom; not for the forty-nine, it’s not.
And for me the way forward to allow
this world to he free-and there are
five-and-one-half billion of us and
there are a handful of people who
control the pyramid from the top-so
we can be free whenever we choose.
The way we are going to be
free is when we allow ourselves
to be free and when we allow
everyone else to be free, I think
there are three things that could
achieve that; it’s just my view.
One: we let go of the prison that
most people in the world live in,
which is the fear of what other
people think of them. You look
and ask why most people are not
celebrating “I am me, I am free”
but instead are dominated by “Oh,
MY GOD”, and what will the
reason be? The fear of what other
people think of them. People say
to me sometimes, they say, “I’VE
(Double
audio) . ..%
GOT A PROBLEM WITH YOU!”
I say, “You know, you’ve summed
it up perfectly.
You’ve got a
. Please add shipping and handling aS3.00 per book and per video plus
problem;:you should sort it out,
$1.00 for each additional item. For Audio tapes only, add $1.25.
mate, because I don’t have a probCalif. residents add 7.75% ‘sales tax.
lem with me; I’m going for a cup
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you can write this one: “Are there any messages from
the Lighted Brotherhood that I may write at this time?”
Please DO include the words “Lighted Brotherhood”
for this will help to reaffirm the quality of your intention and thereby helps to keep the dark side from
interfering.
Now we get to the real “sticking point” for most of
you: Some expect the pen to move by some outside
force-they
expect for some one or thing to take control of their hand, physically, and just make it start
writing. This may happen, but it is NOT likely to be
the case.
At this point you should simply WRITE WHAT
COMES.
At first you should expect exercises in lockingon to the signal. Such instructions as, “Relax your
mind; let the thoughts come” or “Do not block; allow
the message to flow” are quite typical.
The receiving will most likely be very subtle, like
a quiet whisper in your mind. It may seem that you
are just making up the thoughts yourself. That is
fine; just write them down anyway.
If a picture flashes into your mind, then write down
that which you see, in as much detail as you can. Each
mind is unique and the symbols will have personal
meaning to you.
When this scribe first started writing, he thought
that his ego had gotten the best of him and that he was
just regurgitating parts of past books that he had read.
With persistence, he soon, afker about seven months of
writing, had undeniable confirmations of his writings.
Be patient and always use discernment concerning that which you write. The dark energies will
most certainly come to trick you. If a message confuses you, then clear your space (WITH FEELING!)
and ask for clarification.
DEMAND that the
energy identifies itself.
Only allow the Lighted
energies to enter into this communion with you.
Keep a record of your thoughts. Consider the notebook a diary of sorts. Write down any emotional or
inspirational thoughts or feelings that you may have.
If you have a vivid dream, write it down in detail, along
with the date and time if possible.
Your Guides will work with you in any way that
they are allowed. Remember to ask for assistanceand expect an answer! They can do more for you when
you ask and make effort to meet them partway.
Many people have doubts and other questions
about receiving, and perceive that they cannot do it.
THIS IS FALSE!
The writings or thoughts that come may seem goofy
or awkward at first. Just write what your mind is triggered to remember or to think.
Allow for practice. Like riding a bicycle, you may
fall
a few times but, with persistence, you shall
begin to sort the messages from your own thoughts.
And with practice the messages shall start flowing
smoothly.
There is no need for special crystals, incense,
or music. However, if these things help you to focus
your mind, then by all means please use them.

Awakening
-The
Yleeping
Giant”
Within
Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton here in the Radiant Light of the One Light, Infinite Source. Thank
you for receiving my energy this day.
There is a great need among ground crew at this
time for an awakening of innate abilities that usually
go unacknowledged.
You are entering a 15qe of great and turbulent
change connected with Eal* I-Shan’s planetary transition and rebalancing.
Dur g this most critical time,
your personal link with Crc or, and with we of
the Lighted Brotherhood, s it311become essential if
you are to just maintain a balancecr mental state, much less
cany mt your unique job in the overall mission.
Ores
MUST
begin
to
receive personal
messages for themselves becausq as a purely practical consideration, we of the Hotits need to be able to
get our messages through to ground crew members in
a timely manner despite the interruptions
likely to
affect a medium of communication such as
as the turbulent times unfold. The more direct way is
person-to-person
or, more accurately, being-to-being
communication.
For those of you who are not familiar with my
designation, I am a Communicator. That is to say, I
specialize in establishing and maintaining operating
communication links. I am able to cover an extensive spectrum of frequencies in order to help couple
the third-dimensional
expression with that of the
higher-dimensional
expressions.
Consider
me a
facilitator, linguist and translator-all
in one. I operate across many inter-dimensional
and inner-dimensional frequencies.
Over the past several weeks many Masters (Cohans)
have come to impart their messages of Lighted, Inspired
Truth. An underlying theme for many of them has been
the need to get you ones 10 the point of recognizing
that you ARE receiving
that you ARE hearing, and
to get you to the point of realization that you CAN do
this on a very conscious level.
Due to the limitations of the English language,
we will do that which we can in order to project as
clear a picture, as we are able, of this process. If
you are already consciously receiving, perhaps these
messages can help you to explain to others how
they can reach through and connect.
First of all, KNOW that it is YOUR God-given
RIGHT to receive directly from Creator Source
(as
well as from we of the Lighted Brotherhood) any
time you so desire. You actually do this every time
you think a thought.
Why do I say this? Because Creator God (He who
created you) created you with thought energy. You are
thus, in effect, a unique thought in Creator’s creative
thinking.
You were given an individual uniqueness that stems
from the core of His Infinite Mind. Therefore YOU

(the non-physical, thinking YOU) are, in entirety, a
thought projection with an individualized
electromagnetic signature. This means that every thought
you have is, in fact, God’s thought.
Keeping this in mind, know that receiving is as
natural
as thinking.
If, in your exercising of the
thinking process, you can perceive and discern transcendent realities such as the incredible beauty displayed by the smallest of flowers, and appreciate
same with your reasoning mind, then you can
do receive from the Higher Realms.

THE
SUCH

HOW
TO
CONSCIOUS
AS WRITING
-MESSAGES

MAKE
CONNECTION
OR SPEAKING

For each person there will be subtledifferences
in the execution of the receiving process, for no two
aspects of Creator are exactly the same.
First and foremost is to find a quiet place where
you are not likely to be disturbed. For those of you
who are already communing through meditation, this
would be a good place, if practical, to keep a notebook
and pen.
Get quiet and clear your mind from any and all
dark energies
k
Demand-WITH
FEELING--that
all dark energies leave immediately. Call in the Divine Light of Creator and FEEL
it from within as it fills you up from the center of your
being.
Take up your notebook or other recording device.
If you prefer to speak into a tape recorder, then do so.

you
you alone. You shall have need
for the recording, for it shall serve as a documented
confirmation at a later date.
Date the notebook or tape. Also make a note of
the time of day you have started the receiving session,
and then again when you are through. This data is
important for, among other things, verifying your messages so that it will be clear to you, when the
messages become validated at a later date, that you are,
in fact, receiving. The start and stop times also help
separate several messages within a given day and further help you to keep track of that elusive quantity you
call time.

Call upon me, Korton, and 1 shall assist you and
your Lighted Guides in making the connection. Be
open to the subtleness of the entire process.
Thank you for reading this message. May you
consciously and conscientiously hold onto the signal when you recognize it. And don’t let YOUR
perceived ineffectiveness with this type of communication be YOUR excuse for not getting YOUR job done!
There are many a “sleeping giant” out there in need
Now that we have cleared our space and are sitting of awakening their inner talents so that they may share
down to write or record, you will find it helpful if you their special gifts with the world at this grand time.
have a specific question in mind. Write the question Receiving, in this manner, is but the first step.
Commander Korton in service unto the One Light.
down in the .notebook. This will serve as a focus point
I stand ready to assist any who call.
for the mind.
Thank vou and Salu.
If you have no specific question, then perhaps
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
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AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
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MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
ARE $6.00; ANY 4
ARE $5.50 EACH,
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$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see tight.)
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54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
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DIVINE PLAN VOLII
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. ‘REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL
SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
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72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE
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UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III

76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
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130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEE c
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